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don’t wait until our spring issue to read more.  
get live updates. Join our groups today. 
Q A&
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a n  u p d a t e  F r O m 
O u r  I n t e r I m  d e a n s
What can you tell us about the incoming class of 1Ls?
dean Berg:  through the tireless efforts of our admissions staff, faculty and alumni, we were able to buck the national 
trends in admission this year. While applications were down again across the nation, our applications ended the year up 
59 percent; and we enrolled a class of 153 (143 JDs and 10 llm transfers), which is 47 percent larger than the previous 
class with the same median lSat (159) and an even stronger median gpa (3.44). our JD students come from 28 states, 
and 66 percent are from outside of ohio. We also enrolled 83 foreign llm students and 12 foreign SJD students.
dean scharf:  We are also happy to report that the new JD class consists of 19 percent minorities and 52 percent 
women.
the law school launched its new curriculum this fall. What are the most significant changes?
dean Berg:  the new curriculum adds a client contact component, a leadership module, and a skills program focusing on 
both litigation and transactional skills to the first year. the second year involves additional skills courses, and a deep 
dive in one of seven concentrations. most significantly, we’ve added an experiential capstone requirement to the third 
year, which can be fulfilled by taking a full-time, semester long clinic or externship in the U.S. or abroad. 
dean scharf:  our new curriculum is not only helping us recruit prospective students, it has also drawn national praise. 
the march issue of the National Jurist magazine included our school in the “honor roll” of law schools offering the best 
experiential education and practical skills training. the National Jurist also listed us in February as among the top 25 
best schools for public interest clinics and externships.
the law school has also launched several new programs for its alums. tell us about those.
dean scharf:  our faculty is currently ranked 38th best in terms of scholarly impact. one of our goals has been to make 
our faculty more accessible to law firms in the area, where many of our alumni practice. So this summer we established 
a Faculty Speakers bureau in which our faculty members present ClE lectures at local law firms. two dozen of our 
professors have volunteered, and we’ve developed a list of 32 topics for the law firms to choose from. the law school 
handles the ClE applications and paperwork. We have had such a positive response that we are expanding the program 
to law firms in pittsburgh and Columbus.
dean Berg:  In addition, we’ll be hosting even more lectures and conferences at the law school than in past years. 
Following the national trend, ohio recently increased the number of ClE credits from 6 to 12 that can be fulfilled 
through online programs. If you can’t make it to University Circle, we’ve made it possible for you to earn ClE credits by 
watching our live and archived programs online. 
after consulting with faculty, staff and alumni leaders, Case Western reserve University president barbara r.  
Snyder announced in august that Interim Deans Jessica berg and michael Scharf would continue in their 
roles for at least the next academic year, saying: “Since the pair began sharing the dean position last fall, 
the school has posted significant gains in admissions, graduates’ employment and annual fund 
contributions.”  here, berg and Scharf provide an update.
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tell us about how the fundraising has been going.
dean Berg:  our alums have really stepped up their support of the school this past year. We exceeded our annual fund 
goal by 12 percent. alumni giving is more important than ever in order for us to offer scholarships to offset student 
debt, and to enable us to keep the student body size at an elite level that enables us to offer our more experiential 
approach to legal education.
dean scharf:  as described in our In Brief cover story, we have received a transformative gift from the Spangenberg 
Family Foundation that will really put our intellectual property law program on the map. and we will have other exciting 
announcements in coming months. 
What are you looking forward to?
dean scharf:  the last couple of years have been extremely challenging for legal education. but a number of reports are 
indicating that the legal job market is heating up, and that this is a particularly good time to enroll in law school. We 
were ranked in the top 10 law schools with the greatest gains in job placement by National Jurist magazine in July 2014. 
our job placement nine months out jumped from 86 to 91 percent for the class of 2013, and we hope to see further 
employment gains with our recent graduates.  
dean Berg:  the co-dean structure has enabled michael and me to recruit from many more colleges and visit far more 
employers and alums than a single dean could in a year, and we look forward to seeing you in Cleveland or on the road 
during one of our upcoming trips.
our faculty is currently ranked 38th 
best in terms of scholarly impact. 
one of our goals has been to make 
our faculty more accessible to law 
firms in the area, where many of 
our alumni practice.
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Students in the Ip venture 
Clinic worked with a local 
entrepreneur on his 
breakthrough plasma-based  
fuel efficient jet engine design. 
the students filed a patent 
application with the U.S. 
patent & trademark office, 
developed a commercialization 
strategy, and advised the 
entrepreneur on launching a 
company aimed at further 
developing the technology.
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Case Western reserve University School of 
law received a $3 million gift from the 
Spangenberg Family Foundation that will 
have a significant impact in the intellectual 
property field and endow the Center for 
law, technology & the arts.  
 their contribution sustains and expands the school’s Ip law 
program and offers more opportunities for students to gain real 
experience as they represent entrepreneurs in their pursuit of 
turning ideas into assets. 
 Erich Spangenberg (laW ’85) is the founder and chairman of 
Dallas-based Ip navigation group. prior to founding the company, 
he was a partner at Jones Day; senior vice president of investment 
banking at Donaldson, lufkin & Jenrette; and president of both 
Smartalk teleservices and acclaim ventures group. he earned his 
ba at Skidmore College and mS from the london School of 
Economics.
 “Just as breakthroughs in the intellectual property field have 
the ability to transform lives, so too does this gift serve as a 
turning point and expand what our center can do,” said Craig a. 
nard, notable Ip law scholar and Director of the Spangenberg 
Center for law, technology and the arts. “the Spangenberg 
family’s generosity will not only impact the lives of our students 
and support our educational program; it will assist us in our direct 
representation and counseling of innovators in the northeast ohio 
entrepreneurial ecosystem and facilitate the downstream push of 
new products to the market.” 
 the hallmark of the center’s educational model starts with 
Fusion, a certificate program comprised of JD, mba and phD 
science students. Working together, teams of students bring their 
varying areas of expertise to one classroom as they explore a new 
technology, build a business strategy around it and provide the 
legal assistance relating to commercializing the technological 
asset, including Ip protection. Fusion students are adequately 
prepared to then transition into the school’s new Ip venture Clinic, 
where they handle real cases and represent startup ventures, 
mostly in northeast ohio. the multi-million dollar gift will allow 
the clinic to expand its reach outside the region.  
“Just as 
breakthroughs in 
the intellectual 
property field 
have the ability to 
transform lives, 
so too does this 
gift serve as a 
turning point and 
expand what our 
center can do.”
— Craig A. Nard, notable IP law 
scholar and Director of the 
Spangenberg Center for Law, 
Technology & the Arts.
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The Spangenberg Family Foundation, established by Erich and Audrey Spangenberg, 
gave the law school $3 million to support its IP law program. 
 “With the Fusion program, Case Western reserve 
law school brings an interdisciplinary approach to 
teaching Ip law. this is something you don’t see often 
in law schools, and one of the many reasons why we 
wanted to support the center’s mission,” Erich 
Spangenberg said. “Under Craig’s leadership, the 
center’s programs and curriculum reflect what today’s 
good Ip lawyers should know: a deep understanding 
of the diverse array of legal and business tools 
needed to move forward with the commercialization 
and monetization on an intellectual asset.”
 In addition to its interdisciplinary approach, what 
makes Case Western reserve’s Ip law program 
unique is its real practice opportunities and a 
network of partnerships to give entrepreneurs the 
resources they need at every step of the process 
– including business strategies, legal assistance and 
even seed funding – to take their inventions to the 
marketplace. “It’s about training students to 
represent the creator, innovator, and artist. that’s 
not solely a technological enterprise; it is an 
interdisciplinary endeavor, including not only 
business and legal principles, but also artistic 
design. how do you construct a start-up company to 
position it for funding? What should go into that 
venture? these are complex issues that our 
students are addressing,” nard said. 
 With the Spangenbergs’ donation, the center will 
continue its mission at a greater scale: represent 
more clients, launch more businesses and educate 
more students. It will also emphasize the school’s 
leadership in Ip law. the center is already teaming 
up with harvard University’s berkman Center for 
Internet and Society on a national conference in 
november 2014 based on Creativity Without Law: 
How Communities and Markets Challenge the 
Assumptions of Intellectual Property, forthcoming in 
nyU press and edited by Case Western reserve law 
professor aaron perzanowski and the berkman 
Center’s Kate Darling.
the spangenBerg Center FOr LaW, teChnOLOgy & the artsCase IP
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 the conference will bring together leading experts to discuss the role that 
non-legal regulatory structures play in incentivizing creative production. In 
particular, it will consider how social norms within creative communities and 
marketplace pressures and strategies can drive new creativity even in the 
absence of legal protection against copying. the event will be held in Case 
Western reserve University School of law’s moot Courtroom (a59) from 8:30 to 
4:30 p.m., and it will be webcast.
 the Spangenbergs’ gift will give the center the funding to hold more 
conferences, solve real-world Ip law problems on an international level and help 
lawmakers make and develop policy decisions. 
 the donation also provides funding to continue to expand externships and 
opportunities for students. one example is the school’s World Intellectual 
property organization (WIpo) research lab, which kicked off last spring (see 
page 12). 
 Future student opportunities, like the WIpo lab, may now be added as a 
result of the Spangenbergs’ donation. 
 “the impact of the Spangenbergs’ generosity knows no bounds,” Interim 
Deans michael Scharf and Jessica berg said in a statement. “We can’t thank 
them enough for their support, which is paramount to our law school’s mission 
of moving forward as a national leader in intellectual property law.”   n  
“The impact of the 
Spangenbergs’ 
generosity knows no 
bounds. We can’t 
thank them enough 
for their support, 
which is paramount 
to our law school’s 
mission of moving 
forward as a national 
leader in intellectual 
property law.”
— Interim Deans Jessica berg and 
michael Scharf
With the Spangenbergs’ 
donation, the center will 
continue its mission at a 
greater scale: represent more 
clients, launch more businesses 
and educate more students.
a classic rock music hit is Cleveland Rocks. So 
does pegah Zardoost— Case Western 
reserve University School of law’s first 
candidate for a JD-ma in art history & 
museum Studies dual degree.
 She put both scholarly interests to good 
use during the 2014 summer at legal offices 
of the rock and roll hall of Fame and 
museum, a Cleveland landmark and 
international tourist destination. She was 
there as a legal intern while working toward 
externship credit. 
 “I feel really lucky and excited to be the 
first candidate for the joint JD-ma in art 
history & museum Studies. I’m so happy 
everything worked out for me,” Zardoost said. 
“I feel excited and a little nervous.”
 the excitement is because Zardoost is 
looking forward to a professional path she most 
prefers. the nerves come from knowing her 
career choice is in an emerging arts/law field.
 “I will be growing and changing as a new 
attorney either in the field or right beside it,” 
she said.
 a few years ago, she considered going into 
a seminary to seek ordination in her Unitarian 
Universalist faith, or putting her focus on 
becoming a phD in art history. Classical art 
was her passion as an undergraduate.
 “I really didn’t want to leave that world of 
classics and art history forever, because I 
loved it so much, but I still really felt like a JD 
would be a great degree to have, whether or 
not I wanted to practice law,” she said. “With 
the dual degree I’m pursuing, I can have both 
worlds.”
 Due to some shared credits, Zardoost 
expects to accomplish both degrees in a 
four-year span, rather than five years had she 
done them separately. meanwhile, she has 
learned about rock music as an art form and 
the legal issues involved in preserving it at a 
museum. at the rock hall, she benefits from 
the knowledge of two attorneys in-house, the 
general counsel and assistant general 
counsel.
  “they’re both wonderful, kind, incredibly 
talented women. they’ve made me feel 
welcome and respected since my first day. 
there’s actually a lot of legal work that we 
deal with, and we still use outside counsel for 
a few niche areas where we could benefit 
from added expertise.” 
 Zardoost started her third year this fall 
and is participating in the law school’s Ip 
venture Clinic. She’s already studied copyright 
and trademark law, completed the law of 
archaeological relics course and participated 
in entertainment classes through the great 
lakes Sports and Entertainment law 
academy. She is looking forward to the 
opportunity to intern at the Cleveland 
museum of art during her master’s degree. 
 “I’m passionate about this kind of work,” 
she said. “I am pursuing the dual degree now 
to give myself a unique niche and kind of an 
edge down the road, because this definitely 
isn’t a common degree combination.” 
 When she investigated coming to 
Cleveland for law school at Case Western 
reserve, she had done her Cleveland due 
diligence and knew that the rock hall was an 
important part of Cleveland’s culture. So 
when an opportunity presented itself through 
the law school’s Career Development office, 
she was ready. Suddenly, the legendary 
names of rock’n’roll were with Zardoost. but 
does one stand out for her?
 “For some reason, among all the 
entertainers we have featured in our 
collections, Elvis is my favorite,” she said.  n
Pegah Zardoost interned in the general 
counsel’s office at Cleveland’s Rock and 
Roll Hall of Fame during summer 2014. 
pegah Zardoost is first student  
to enroll in JD-ma in art history & 
museum Studies dual degree
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laW SChool laUnChES FrEE 
onlInE CoUrSE “rEprESEntIng 
thE proFESSIonal athlEtE”
Challenging sports marketing and 
investment decisions can make or lose 
athletes millions of dollars and affect their 
career. athletes and the professionals who 
represent them know this better than 
anyone, and that’s exactly from whom 
students will learn when they enroll in the 
law school’s new free online course, called a 
massive open online Course (mooC). 
 the mooC features interviews with the 
primary advisor for football stars Eli and 
peyton manning, and an interview with the 
no. 1 mlb draft pick of the Cleveland Indians 
in 2013, Clint Frazier, to name a few. It also 
delves into some of the latest sports news 
issues, including lebron James’ decision to 
return to Cleveland. 
 “there are 6 modules. Each one is about 
75 minutes and features the best sports 
marketing and investment advisors in the 
industry,” professor peter Carfagna said. “It’s 
a who’s who in the world of sports agents 
and advisors.” 
 the mooC started Sept. 16 and 
registration is open to any member of the 
public. more information, including a 
promotional video, can be found at www.
coursera.org/course/sportsagents. 
 Carfagna serves as Distinguished visiting 
practitioner at Case Western reserve. he is 
“there are 6 modules. each 
one is about 75 minutes and 
features the best sports 
marketing and investment 
advisors in the industry. it’s a 
who’s who in the world of 
sports agents and advisors.”
also Chairman/CEo of magis, llC, a privately 
owned sports marketing, management and 
investment company, including family 
ownership of the lake County Captains, 
Cleveland Indians Class a affiliate. From 
1994-2005, Carfagna served as Chief legal 
officer & general Counsel of International 
management group (Img) and was Senior 
partner at Jones Day llp before that. 
 his course is based on his book, 
Representing the Professional Athlete, 2d 
(West academic Casebook 2014). During the 
mooC, Carfagna walks through the four 
stages of an athlete’s career and provides a 
broad scope of the landscape of amateur and 
professional sports to avoid the pitfalls and 
traps that so many athletes have fallen into 
in the past; not to mention, bringing updates 
regarding the rapidly changing sports world 
that we live in today. 
 “It’s law light,” he said. “In the real course, 
we actually have students draft all of the 
relevant agreements that would be required 
to protect the athlete’s publicity rights and 
income streams.”
 “representing the professional athlete” 
marks the second time the law school has 
offered a free online class. the first mooC, 
“Introduction to International Criminal law,” 
taught by Interim Dean michael p. Scharf, 
has enrolled over 50,000 students from 137 
countries in the three times it has been 
offered since may 2013. the class will be 
offered again in october 2014.   n
Professor Peter Carfagna
Course syllabus
Week one: nCAA Amateurism and eligibility
a walkthrough of how a student-athlete can 
maintain his or her eligibility under the nCaa 
bylaws, the ongoing legal challenges facing the 
nCaa and the perspectives of experts on both 
sides of the issues. 
Week two: introduction to Agents and the 
three U.s. Major leagues CBAs 
the duties and challenges that an agent faces; 
the “rep K” that controls the player-agent 
relationship; and a comprehensive analysis 
of the collective bargaining agreements that 
govern the three major leagues—including how 
a professional athlete achieves free agency in 
each major league. 
Week three: early stages of 
professionalism and selecting an Agency
how the best high school baseball player in the 
U.S. in 2013, Clint Frazier, went about selecting 
his management team; the way major league 
baseball teams handle their minor leaguers; 
and what it takes for any of them to reach the 
majors. In this lesson, we will also study how an 
agent can build a mega agency from the ground 
up, and represent professional athletes through 
their progression to their peak earning years.
Week Four: Representing the peak 
professional Athlete
protecting the publicity rights of athletes 
while monetizing and maximizing their brands 
through product endorsement and license 
agreements. rebuilding the reputation of 
athletes who have damaged their brands. how 
a financial advisor can help a player manager 
their income streams to maintain their lifestyle 
post-retirement. also, in that same context: 
did lebron James make the right long-term 
branding decision by returning to Cleveland? 
Week Five: income protection and life 
After Retirement
protecting an athlete’s income through insurance 
policies; an analysis of the ongoing concussion 
epidemic in contact sports; and how an athlete 
can best prepare for life after retirement. 
Week six: life Cycle of tennis and gold 
pros, the longest Career trajectory in sports
an introduction to the world of golf and tennis 
athletes who have enjoyed longest careers in 
sports. an insider experts’ look into how an 
athlete can diversify his or her brand. how an 
agent can protect their athlete in endorsement 
agreements through appropriately drafted 
suitability and morals clauses.
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 the lab runs like an experimental think tank, and is aimed at 
generating team-based research projects that can be delivered 
within the semester time-frame. the lab generates research papers 
on issues on which WIpo institutional capacity may not exist and are 
aimed at generating internal discussion, as well as, where 
appropriate, further discussion with WIpo stakeholders.  
 WIpo is the pre-eminent international institution responsible 
for the development, management, and coordination of international 
intellectual property. the lab explored cutting-edge issues directly at 
the interface between research and policy in international intellectual property at WIpo. 
 “the research topics presented real challenges but the results bore out the hopes of the 
program; that the fresh eyes of the students and the academic setting of the lab would 
produce unexpected ideas and approaches, even if it involves a steep learning curve and 
some false starts,” said visiting assistant professor Dalindyebo Shabalala, who supervised 
the students in partnership with the team in the WIpo traditional Knowledge division. “the 
topics have been so interesting that several of the students have continued working on the 
topics and issues over the summer and discussions have begun with the WIpo division on 
providing externships as part of the Case capstone experience.”
 the WIpo lab aims to do more than just  provide students with an interesting way to 
meet their writing requirement; it aims to provide them with a key experiential product – a 
piece of work that can make a difference in real-world policymaking, is of  high enough 
quality to be disseminated, and can be a calling card for them as they seek further 
opportunities.  n
the students, co-supervised by visiting 
assistant professor Dalindyebo Shabalala, 
in partnership with the team in the WIpo 
traditional Knowledge division, wrote 
papers on issues such as:  
•	 	copyright	exceptions	and	lessons	for	
legal protection of folklore
•	 	collective	copyright	models	and	their	
application to the protection of folklore
•	 	the	use	of	contract	law	to	protect	
scared and moral rights to folklore and 
traditional knowledge
•	 	misappropriation	theory	and	core	
principles applicable to traditional 
knowledge
•	 	comparing	national	disclosure	
requirements for patents related to or 
using traditional knowledge
•	 	the	relationship	between	the	WIPO	
treaties and other Ip-related treaties 
such as the Convention on biological 
Diversity.
World Intellectual property organization (WIpo) 
research lab debuts at law school 
Case Western reserve’s World Intellectual property organization (WIpo) research lab, 
an innovation of the Spangenberg Center for law, technology & the arts, had its first 
group of students in the spring 2014 semester. 
the spangenBerg Center FOr LaW, teChnOLOgy & the artsCase IP
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the Women’s law and leadership Focus group discussed the question of why, even though women have represented 
approximately half of law school graduates for a number of years, women represent only 16 percent of law firm equity 
partners and even fewer corporate general counsels. the group identified two primary factors that can hold women 
attorneys from reaching their full potential in the legal field. 
 First, junior attorneys must develop “hard skills” in the law and business arena in order to transition to senior 
leadership positions. Second, it is important that these skills be developed relatively early in an attorney’s career since  
women attorneys who fail to make the transition to leadership positions when they are five to nine years out of law 
school are statistically much more likely to leave the legal field altogether.
 Case Western reserve University is uniquely positioned to help fill the gap by drawing on valuable resources in the 
law school, the business school and the community. through the newly created Women’s law and leadership Initiative 
(Wll), highly successful Case Western alumni will partner with law school and business school experts  to support the 
development of early-career and mid-level attorneys, law students, and business students through this weekly 
academic colloquium.
WoMen’s lAW And leAdeRship initiAtive 
BRings togetheR MoRe thAn 40 AlUMni,  
legAl And BUsiness pRoFessionAls FoR 
neW Weekly CoURse
the new Women’s law and leadership Initiative: Colloquium law and 
business brings together students, alumni, mid-level attorneys and senior 
leaders in the legal field for a one-semester weekly course – taught by 
professionals and for professionals. 
Ann Kowal Smith (LAW ’86) speaks during the Women’s Law and Leadership Conference last fall. Hon. Michelle D. Earley (LAW ’99) was 
among the many participants at the 
conference last year.
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here are the people who have come together to make this unique experience 
possible during the fall semester:  
lewis Baum, SS&g
Jessica Berg, Case Western reserve University School of law
diana Bilimoria, Weatherhead School of management 
April Miller Boise, veyance technologies
Rita Bryce, (laW ’90) antitrust lawyer
Carolyn Buller, (laW ’81) Squire patton boggs
denise Carkhuff, Jones Day
Michele Connell, (laW ’03) Squire patton boggs 
Mara Cushwa, (laW ’90) Calfee, halter & griswold
suzanne day, (laW ’83) the lubrizol Corporation
leslie dunn, (laW ’75) ret. Cole national
steve ellis, (laW ’72) tucker Ellis
heather ettinger, Fairport asset management
Frances Floriano goins, (laW ’77) Ulmer & berne
heidi goldstein, (laW ’95) thompson hine
lynn Ann gries, JumpStart
Jerry grisko, Jr., (laW ’87) CbIZ
suzanne hanselman, bakerhostetler
Ann harlan, (laW ’85) ret. Smuckers
laura hauser, (laW ’88) technical Consumer products
david hooker, thompson hine
Colin Jennings, (laW ’97) Squire patton boggs 
gregory Jonas, Weatherhead School of management
Mary Ann Jorgenson, (laW ’75) ret. Squire Sanders
Cathy kilbane, (laW ’87) Sherwin Williams
Juliet p. kostritsky, Case Western reserve University School of law
lisa kunkle, polyone
Bill leatherberry, (laW ’68) ret. Case Western reserve University School of law 
Bill Mahnic, Weatherhead School of management
Bernadette (Bernie) Mast, (laW ’88) ret. Jones Day
katy Mercer, Case Western reserve University School of law
Janet Miller, University hospitals
debbie Moss, (laW ’78, mba ’90) the Dalad group
pat oliver, (laW ’80) tucker Ellis
kay peterson, (mba ’88) harlan peterson partners
geralyn presti, (laW ’88, mSSa ‘88) Forest City Enterprises
Cassandra Robertson, Case Western reserve University School of law
patty Rubin, SS&g
valerie gentile sachs, (laW ’81) om group
Judy steiner, (laW ’87) First merit Corporation
kathleen Weigand, (laW ’87) agilysys
sara Busch Whetzel, (laW ’06, mba ’06) U.S.a.a.  n
Case Western Reserve 
University is uniquely 
positioned to help fill 
the gap by drawing on 
valuable resources in 
the law school, the 
business school and the 
community.
Colleen Rest Bacheler (LAW ’98), Deborah Epstein Henry 
(keynote speaker) and Yelena Boxer (LAW ’99) attended the 
Women’s Law and Leadership Conference last fall. 
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Every fall semester starts 
with excitement, and this 
year is exceptional as the 
law school launches its new 
curriculum. new llEap 
courses – legal Writing, 
leadership, Experiential 
learning, advocacy and 
professionalism – are among 
the distinctive changes.  
A lleAp 
Forward 
new law school  
curriculum  
launches this fall 
g 
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groundbreaking experiences in practice will begin in the first year and 
be a part of each student’s work throughout their three years at Case 
Western reserve. these experiences will complement the rigorous 
classroom work that provides the critical foundation for our students’ 
academic and legal careers.
 “the new curriculum reflects our faculty’s belief that repeated, in 
depth, experiences in the role of  a lawyer should be a central focus of 
the education we provide,” said professor Judith lipton, associate 
Dean of Experiential Education and past co-director of the law 
school’s milton a. Kramer law Clinic. “the required third year, 
full-time, full-semester capstone experience is an exciting and 
distinctive part of the new curriculum. Every student will be engaged 
in a full-time, faculty supervised semester in practice.  
 “Students will be placed in the role of a lawyer,” she added. “this 
includes full engagement in developing relationships with clients, 
problem identification, fact investigation and legal research, problem 
solving and decision making. as appropriate for each setting, students 
will act as ‘first chair’ lawyers. they will be expected to make 
presentations to boards of directors or community groups, conduct 
depositions, argue pre-trial motions, pick juries and try cases, brief 
and argue cases on appeal.” 
 Case Western reserve University has been committed to 
experiential education since the establishment of its clinical program 
over 45 years ago. the development of the new curriculum is based on 
the value of real lawyering experiences throughout law school. these 
experiences are necessary preparation for practice and a means for 
learning substantive law.  
 Skills training is integrated into our substantive courses through 
the use of simulations and case files. more recently, this commitment 
has driven the creation of a full array of vibrant experiential learning 
opportunities for students, culminating in a required full-time, 
full-semester, capstone experience.  
 beginning in the fall 2014 semester, all first year students will be 
required to participate in a real client experience. they will 
immediately see how the concepts they are learning in the classroom 
apply to real problem solving for clients.  
 Students will work with clients in the community through 
partnerships with Cleveland legal aid, the Cleveland metropolitan bar 
association, the courts and other non-profit organizations. Examples 
include participation in the Juvenile Safe Surrender program in 
Cuyahoga County, legal aid Quick advice Clinics and the Kinship 
Caregivers project. Students in these settings will be responsible for 
intake interviews, and will work with volunteer lawyers as they define 
legal issues, possible solutions and strategies for achieving them.  
 “the Juvenile Safe Surrender program is targeting 900 young 
people who have outstanding warrants,” lipton said. “our students 
along with their faculty supervisors will be working with clients who 
turn themselves in. they’ll have the opportunity to meet with them 
and walk them through an appearance before a judge or magistrate.  
the process that’s being set up is designed to handle cases immediately.” 
Case Western Reserve 
University has been 
committed to experiential 
education since the 
establishment of its clinical 
program over 45 years ago. 
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 the program is modeled after the successful Fugitive Safe 
Surrender for adults.  
 the first-year llEap will include training in the fundamental skills 
of research and legal writing and will include a leadership component 
developed cooperatively with the Weatherhead School of 
management. Students will be introduced to both litigation and 
transactional lawyering. In their second year, students will choose an 
advanced skills course focused on their interest in either litigation or 
transactional work. the law school will introduce statutory 
interpretation and the regulatory process in the first year in a new 
law, legislation and regulation course.
 Case Western reserve’s strong externship program has also 
expanded in scope. Students can enroll in externships beginning in the 
summer after their first year. the externship program can 
accommodate more than 70 students each year, and give students the 
chance to engage in practice in the specialty of their choice.  
 Sites include in-house counsel, litigation and policy opportunities 
and judicial externships in Cleveland and nationally. Every externship 
has a faculty liaison responsible for meeting with students and 
assisting them, through the use of journals and one-on-one meetings, 
to reflect on and evaluate their experiences. In addition, 20 or more 
students participate in international externships including 
international tribunals for the former yugoslavia, rwanda, Sierra 
leone, Cambodia and lebanon; the International Criminal Court; 
human rights Watch and law firms in China, vietnam and India.
 the law school is piloting the first full-time capstones in its criminal 
justice and community development clinics. Currently, 80 third-year 
students a year have the opportunity to engage in practice under 
faculty supervision. Eight full-time faculty members teach in civil 
litigation, criminal justice, community development, health, and 
intellectual property/venture clinics with clients who could not 
otherwise afford access to representation.  
 Students are put in the unstructured, unpredictable world of real 
client representation. Each student takes primary responsibility for 
his/her caseload. Students learn problem solving in the context of the 
ever-changing variables presented by real clients as they take on the 
role of a lawyer facing the indeterminate demands of representation.  
 there will be three ways that students can fulfill the experiential 
capstone requirement.  the law school’s Kramer Clinic will serve as the 
ideal experiential opportunity for many students. another option will 
be externships in areas not specifically covered in existing clinics or 
involving placements outside of Cleveland. For example, externships 
with international tribunals offered through the Frederick K. Cox 
International law Center, hospital general counsel externships and 
financial externship experiences, such as the Keybank externship, will 
fulfill the capstone requirement. 
 Students will also be able to design their own experiential 
capstone. For example, a small number of students in dual-degree 
programs on campus might identify a placement that would satisfy 
the requirements of both the law school’s and the other school’s 
programs. Student designed capstones will be evaluated to ensure 
that they provide skills training of adequate breadth and depth with 
committed on-site supervision.
 Intensive seminars are a part of every experiential capstone. these 
classroom experiences will provide the forum for students to be 
guided through substantive and procedural legal issues and to jointly 
process and evaluate their experiences. often alumni volunteers 
contribute to this effort.  Emphasis will be placed on the ethical 
questions that regularly arise for every lawyer. 
 as the fall 2014 semester begins, the law school is committed to 
providing students with cutting edge training in the classroom, the 
courtroom, the boardroom and in the community. the new llEap 
curriculum will prepare them to meet the challenges of legal practice. n
Professor Michael Benza
GIveWhy i
Moot Court travel Fund ($50 and above) - Join our winning teams with your support. our moot Court teams have a 
tradition of winning and with winning comes travel to compete both nationally and internationally. our moot Court 
provides our students with invaluable skill-building experiences through real life litigation challenges to develop, test 
and refine their own courtroom skills. a gift of any size can make a big impact. With annual fund support you become a 
part of our successes or you may consider a gift which would endow our moot Court travel Fund and be recognized 
with each win. 
public interest law Fund ($2,500-$3,000) - your gift helps pave the way for students making a difference in all 
communities. the National Jurist magazine recently ranked our law school as one of the top in the nation in public 
interest law, and many of our students want to gain experience working in the public interest and social justice areas. 
Each year over 50 students take unpaid summer jobs with government agencies and non-profits. the law school would 
like to be able to provide sufficient funding for as many of these students as possible through summer fellowships in 
the $2,500-$3,000 range. your support will go a long way toward covering basic expenses, and will give our students a 
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to move their education and career forward on a path towards success without 
additional financial liabilities. 
“Bridge to practice” Fund ($10,000-$20,000) – In the current challenging legal employment market, post-graduate 
fellowships have become an important means of helping some of our students obtain full-time jobs in their desired 
field of law and develop a competitive edge. 
 the law school has begun to provide grants for post-graduation fellowships at nonprofits, foreign courts, and 
international organizations. Supporting our students who work in unpaid post-graduate fellowships benefits our 
students, our law school and the communities they serve. our post-graduate fellowships allow these employers to 
have the excellent help of our students, which they could not otherwise afford, and thereby to increase the good work 
they do. many of the fellowship placements are quite prestigious. 
 our goal is to have sufficient resources to fund 10 post-graduate fellowships per year. For most recent graduates, 
this would go a long way toward covering basic expenses like rent and transportation. We would be honored to award 
“bridge to practice” Fellowships in your name.
 For additional information about these or other opportunities for support, please contact Jt garabrant, associate 
Dean-Development & public affairs: jtg5@case.edu or 216-368-6352. n
make a direct impact on our students’ lives
Travel expenses, fellowships are creative ways alumni give back  
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“I come from humble beginnings. When I entered 
Case Western Reserve University, I was embraced by 
the law school community and felt welcomed. By the 
time I left, I had developed life skills and was instilled 
with the confidence I needed to take appropriate 
risks and achieve great things. My legal education is 
an integral part of my life journey. Giving back to the 
school through the Annual Fund is the least I can do 
to say ‘thank you’ for all that I have been able to 
accomplish as a lawyer. And, I am fortunate to have 
had the ability to fund a named endowment last year, 
which will provide scholarships to deserving law 
students in perpetuity.”  
Jeff Mallamad, ’79
“I give because I can. When I 
was growing up, I dreamed of 
going to Case, but I did not 
think I would be able to afford 
it. Thanks to the generosity of 
alumni, I was given 
opportunities I never knew 
existed. Giving to the law 
school is my way of celebrating 
accomplishment and investing 
in the future.”
gary Broadbent, ‘08
“I choose to support our great law 
school in order to express my gratitude 
and to help the legal profession. The 
legal education I received at CWRU 
enabled me to secure an enriching and 
engaging career as a trial lawyer. For 
that, I owe the school a debt of 
gratitude that can never be fully repaid. 
My contributions are the least I can do 
for the school that made my dreams of 
becoming a trial lawyer and helping 
clients a reality.”  
Rhonda Baker debevec, ’97
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Jeff and Julie Mallamad
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visit our new giving website 
law.case.giftplans.org
kerry C. dustin, ’70, is a CEo of a mergers and 
acquisitions firm with an international reputation and is 
very grateful for the Dewitt Scholarship that helped him 
earn his law degree from Case Western reserve 
University School of law. he is so grateful he chose to 
give back by funding a charitable gift annuity that will 
provide a significant gift to the scholarship fund.  
 “It seemed like a great way to ‘pay back’ CWRU 
now and with future gifts. I can ‘pay forward’ as 
well as create sustainable low-risk future cash 
flow. It is a great way to give now and protect 
the future. I urge all alumni to support our law 
school in any way they can.”
Maegan Evans and Kerry Dustin 
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the 
reputatIOn 
prOteCtOr
aaron minC (laW ’10) 
speCializes in removing 
defamaTory informaTion 
on The inTerneT
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aron minc wanted to be a business attorney when 
he graduated from Case Western reserve 
University School of law four years ago.  
 little did he know that he’d eventually find himself –  
not in corporate board rooms working on business 
transactions – but rather, sifting through some of the 
most perfervid websites on the internet, such as 
ripoffreport.com and myEx.com, to remove derogatory 
information for his clients. 
 “I deal with problems that can’t be ignored, situations 
where the malicious information affects people’s lives, or 
their businesses in very consequential ways. my clients 
need the content removed,” minc said. “Sometimes they 
call me crying, begging me to help them.” 
 minc, an attorney with firm of Dinn hochman & potter 
in Cleveland, is one of only a handful of lawyers in the 
country who specialize in defamatory information 
removal. While many web users see the bright side of the 
information boom, minc combats the dark: the websites 
that profit directly by spreading derogatory content about 
others. to make matters worse, some of the sites have 
policies in which the information will never be removed. 
 “I could go on ripoffreport.com and post something 
that is blatantly false. and it doesn’t matter how false it 
is, it will never come down,” minc said. 
 but there is relief for individuals or businesses who find 
themselves in these situations. In fact, minc is so confident 
in his abilities he often guarantees removal “or your money 
back.” In just the two years that he has been focused on 
this area of law, minc has helped hundreds of clients across 
the country and refined his craft to a near scientific level.  
 It all started with one client. not too long after 
graduating from law school, minc took a job representing 
an entrepreneur who got into a dispute with someone he 
did business with. the businessman posted defamatory 
information on ripoffreport.com, and the content popped 
up high on a google search of the entrepreneur’s name. 
 “It was affecting his ability to continue to do business,” 
minc said. “I was the first attorney he hired who was able 
to help him.” 
 minc successfully obtained a court order to have the 
information removed from a google search, and he followed 
the same process with other major search engines. after 
tracking down and confronting the author of the 
information, minc was able to secure a settlement for the 
defamation lawsuit after the first deposition. 
 Inspired by his ability to do something his client’s 
previous attorneys could not, minc wrote a blog post 
about his case. 
 “It was a really poor blog article, and I got a few calls 
just from that,” minc joked, as he recalled his early 
beginnings. “I started getting more and more clients, and 
it has just taken off from there.” 
 minc has since refined his public writing, and his new 
blog – www.defamationremovallaw.com – receives over 
3,000 unique hits per month. he fields anywhere from 
40-50 inquires per week, and has even been approached 
about potentially appearing as a guest for a reality tv 
show and a national news network. 
 “the internet is always going to expand. I don’t see it 
dying down anytime soon unless current federal law 
changes,” he said. 
 the law that allows websites like ripoffreport.com 
and theDirty.com to exist is the Communications Decency 
act (CDa). according to the act, interactive websites 
(which is most websites) cannot be held legally 
responsible for the content they carry, because users and 
not the sites themselves post the material. 
 minc has found remedies for clients who have been 
smeared. there are exceptions to the CDa, such as 
criminal law and copyright law violations, among others. 
authors of the content may also be confronted and 
sometimes convinced to remove the malicious 
information. Websites may also have terms of use and 
policies that users are expected to abide by and may 
voluntarily remove information. 
 In cases where the author is unknown and/or unable to 
remove the information and the website is unwilling to 
remove it, minc works to obtain a court order to remove 
specific website Urls from search engine results, making 
it much more difficult – if not impossible – 
 for anyone to find the information in the future.  
 “there are a lot of people out there who have things 
said about them on the internet that they don’t like,” minc 
said. “It happens to people in all walks of life. It’s a real 
issue now, and it’s everywhere.”  n
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the dark side of the internet: how to Remove 
Bogus and defamatory online Content 
(also published by Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Association Journal) 
Welcome to the new age of the Internet. Unbeknownst to many, an entire new industry has taken 
foothold online, which profits solely by spreading derogatory statements, malicious content, and other 
private information about people’s affairs.
Websites like thedirty.com, ripoffreport.com, Cheaterville.com, Scam.com, Jerk.com, pissedConsumer.com, 
and literally thousands of others like them are quickly establishing themselves as places people can go 
to gripe, smear, and publish negative and derogatory information about individuals and businesses alike.
although many of these websites defend their enterprises under the First amendment as “consumer 
advocacy” forums and places to expose those in our society who do not abide by our proverbial moral 
and social “codes” – make no mistake – these websites are fraught with abuse and are often used to 
spread false information and exploit unwary and innocent individuals and businesses.
these websites wield a huge amount of power.  Information published on these sites will typically 
appear prominently on the first page of google’s search engine results and is available for the entire 
world to see with only a few clicks of the mouse.  Just as fortunes have been made by leveraging the 
power of search engines, if you or your business have the misfortune of being named on one of these 
sites, it can ruin and destroy your personal or your business’s reputation.
Even worse is the seeming lack of recourse available to combat and take down content posted on these 
sites and the Internet in general.  once this content is published, many of these websites have policies 
preventing its removal by anyone, including the author, under any circumstance, regardless of the 
veracity of the content published or harm that it may be causing.  other times, sites will agree to 
remove content if a one-time or monthly fee is paid or an expensive arbitration service is used. these 
options understandably generate intense frustration and anger from victims who have been unfairly 
attacked on the pages of these nefarious enterprises
Fortunately, our nation’s laws and information providers are beginning catch up with the times and 
legal options are gradually becoming available to remove this type of unfair content from the Internet.
read more on defamationremovallaw.com. 
excerpt from Aaron’s Blog
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i miss adria (sankovic) and her soft kind words. i miss professor 
Katz’s strict teaching principles: ‘be here, be prepared and be on time!’ 
The warm-hearted faculty members are always in my memory and were 
encouraging all the time.”
— zhenpeng Xiang (’12) - st. louis, missouri 
The teachers here were very nice and 
helpful. CWrU was the place where i learned 
about culture and the society. i gained many 
friends from all over the world.”
— Jie Qu (’14) – Cleveland, oh
laW SChool holDS FIrSt 
all-Class reunion 
for LLm alumni
LLM alumni from around the world attended the law school’s 
first all-class LLM reunion in June. There were 49 alums from 
19 countries in attendance. 
During their visit, we asked them to share their favorite law 
school memory and tell us how their LLM degree has helped 
them succeed. Here are some of their responses. 
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The doing business in america course 
was my favorite memory. i not only learned the 
basics of U.s. business law but i had the 
experience to visit the U.s. courts.”
— yihong zhang (’12) – beijing, China
This degree has 
broadened my vision and 
enhanced my knowledge. i 
made a bunch of foreign 
friends and have access to U.s. 
legal study.”
— Xiangzhi meng (’13) – China
The llm program helped me in more 
ways than to just succeed. The program gave me a 
broader perspective on life. meeting students from 
so many countries with varied backgrounds and 
their understanding of various laws, taught me to 
approach a legal problem from a different perspective.”
— sumon Chintala (’05) – hyderabad, india
partner, legist associates
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i enjoyed hanging out with the 
international llm community. i would say that 
our international parties and picnics were the 
most fun. my llm degree helped me segway into 
the legal field after the bar exam.” 
—Charmaine rozario (’98) – highland heights, oh 
attorney at herman legal group 
The llm enlarged/broadened my view about law and 
helped me gain a better understanding of my own country’s legal 
system in a comparative law perspective.”
— Kan Wang (’14) – Cleveland, oh 
professionally, the 
proof of substantial 
international legal training 
certainly helped and still helps 
open doors. personally, i 
acquired or refined not only 
language and legal skills/ 
knowledge, but also changed 
some very crucial paradigms 
for the better.”
— bettina C. elles (’95)
 frankfurt, germany
partner, schadbach rechtsanwalh 
frankfurt
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law  
“Change the 
world. don’t let 
the world change 
you.” – mark 
Weinberger,  
Jd/mba ‘87.  
ey global Chairman 
and Ceo.
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From the
Feed
CWru sChOOL OF LaW
@CWrU_law
get live updates about Case Western reserve 
University School of law and stay connected 
through our social media accounts. here’s a 
sampling of recent tweets. 
Instagram
@CWrU_law
be sure to check out our  
new Instagram account.  
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law
Welcome back, llm alumni! 
We’re looking forward to a 
great weekend with all of 
you. #llmreunion
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law  
prof. Jonathan adler meets 
with gov. phil bryant to 
discuss #obamacare 
litigation @jadler1969  
@philbryantms
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law
Today @vp  
@Joebiden 
signed a copy of 
our Class of 2014 
composite for one 
of our 3ls while 
at presti’s in 
little italy
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law  
prof. aaron perzanowski was 
quoted in @WsJ about 
athletes, tattoos, and 
copyrights. online.wsj.com
CWru school of Law
@CWrU_law
We are pleased to 
announce that we had a 
100% bar passage rate 
among first-time takers 
of the ohio february  
bar exam! Congrats 
students!
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hOme
COmIng
a CElEbratIon
alumni	•	families	•	students
honoring the classes of
1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 1979,  
1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004, 2009 
Whether it’s your 5-year reunion or your landmark 50th, 
we hope you will join us in Cleveland for homecoming & 
reunion Weekend.  
there are two ways to register:
1.  online: visit us at law.case.edu/reunion for a full schedule 
of events and to register.
2.  Call: margaret Casey at 216-368-0394 for class years 
ending in 4s, or angela traster at 216-368-6683 for class 
years ending in 9s. 
homecoming & reunion Weekend
october 16 – 19, 2014
marK yoUr Calendars
yoUR yeAR. yoUR Weekend. yoUR MoMent. 
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homecoming & reunion Weekend
october 16 – 19, 2014
yoUR yeAR. yoUR Weekend. yoUR MoMent. 
Faculty briefs
prOFessOr JOnathan adLer
pUbliCaTions 
“taxation without representation: the Illegal 
IrS rule to Expand tax Credits under the 
ppaCa,” 23 health matrix: Journal of law-
medicine 119 (2013) (with michael Cannon), 
was selected by tax notes as one of “the 10 
law most noteworthy law review articles on 
employee benefits and executive 
compensation issues published in 2013.”
presenTaTions
presented the paper “the Conflict of visions in 
NFIB v. Sebelius” at the Drake University 
Constitutional law Center’s 2014 
Constitutional law Symposium on “the U.S. 
Supreme Court’s obamacare Decision and Its 
Significance for the 50th anniversary of lbJ’s 
great Society,” april 12.
participated in a Federalist Society teleforum 
debate on “Halbig v. Sebelius - the next threat 
to obamacare?” with nicholas bagley of the 
University of michigan, on april 16.  
participated in a panel on “policy without 
process” at the Federalist Society’s Second 
annual Executive branch review conference in 
Washington, D.C. on may 7.
participated in an Earth Day Forum on 
“Environmental protection: State, Federal, and 
International responsibility,” co-sponsored by 
the Environmental law Society and Federalist 
Society student chapter at the SUny-buffalo 
law School, in buffalo, ny, on april 22. 
moderated a research roundtable on “Extreme 
Deference to agency Interpretations of vague 
and ambiguous regulation,” sponsored by the 
george mason University law & Economics 
Center in arlington, va, may 20-21.
Delivered a talk on “the Implementation of 
obamacare and the Demise of the rule of law,” 
before the milwaukee lawyers Chapter of the 
Federalist Society in milwaukee, WI, on may 29.
“making Sense of the Supreme Court” at the 
Cleveland offices of baker & hostetler on 
June 26. 
“the Implementation of obamacare and the 
Demise of the rule of law,” before the 
mississippi lawyers Chapter of the Federalist 
Society in Jackson, miss. on July 9.  
presented testimony on “Constitutional 
Considerations: State vs. Federal Environmental 
policy Implementation,” before the 
subcommittee on Environment and the 
Economy of the Committee on Energy and 
Commerce of the U.S. house of representatives 
in Washington, D.C. on July 11. 
participated in a podcast on “Federal health 
Care Exchanges not Eligible for Subsidies: 
halbig v. burwell” on July 22 with professor 
nicolas bagley (University of michigan law 
School) and sponsored by the Federalist 
Society for law & public policy Studies.
media
Served as a guest on Sound of Ideas discussing 
the Cuyahoga river fires in spring 2014.
“halbig and King: a Simple Case of IrS 
overreach” (w/ michael Cannon), health affairs 
blog, may 22.
live on the “Up with Steve Kornacki” show on 
mSnbC on July 11. he was part of a roundtable 
discussion on allegations of executive 
overreach. 
“reining in obamaCare—and the president” 
(w/michael Cannon), Wall Street Journal, July 23.
oTher aCTiviTies 
rejoined the advisory board for the nFIb Small 
business legal Center in Washington, D.C. in 
spring 2014. 
Inducted into the Society of benchers on april 24.
prOFessOr mIChaeL Benza
media
Quoted in the medina County gazette story 
“gun advocates to return Saturday for open 
carry demonstration” in summer 2014. 
Quoted in the cleveland.com story “For poorer 
ohioans, illegal jail time can be tough to fight” 
in spring 2014. 
InterIm dean JessICa Berg
pUbliCaTions
“the Effect of Social media on End-of line 
Decision-making,” in Death and Dying (oxford 
University press, Forthcoming 2014).
“Capacity and Competence,” in Companion to 
bioethics (routledge, Forthcoming 2014) (with 
K. Shaw). 
Jessica W. berg and michael p. Scharf’s article, 
“reflections on Shared law School 
leadership,” will be published in 46 Toledo Law 
Review __ (February, 2015) (leadership in 
legal Education symposium issue).
presenTaTions
presented “medical Care... there’s an app for 
that!” in new york City on march 26.  
Will present “no Smoke but plenty of Fire: the 
battle over the regulation of E-Cigarettes,” at 
manatt, phelps & phillips, new york City, Sept. 
23, 2014. 
prOFessOr JaIme BOuvIer
pUbliCaTions
Zoning and Planning Law Handbook, patricia 
Salkin, ed., thompson West (2014), reprinted 
“the Symbolic garden: an Intersection of the 
Food movement and the First amendment,” 
65 Maine L. Rev 426, may 2013, as a chapter to 
draw attention to it as an important contribution 
to the field of zoning and planning law. 
“backyard Chickens, goats, and bees, how 
Cities are regulating micro-livestock,” Urban 
Agriculture, aba, Forthcoming 2014. 
“animals in the City,” Urb. Law., forthcoming 
2014. 
“Why Urban agriculture can be Controversial: 
Exploring the Cultural association of Urban 
agriculture with backwardness, race, gender, 
and poverty.” U. Det. Mercy L. Rev., 
forthcoming 2014.
presenTaTions
“Urban agriculture, local Foodsheds, and 
Community Expectations,” Case Downtown 
lecture Series, nov. 19, 2014.
prOFessOr JusCeLInO F. COLares
pUbliCaTions
“pleading patterns and the role of litigation 
as a Driver of Federal Climate Change 
legislation,” 54.4 Jurimetrics __ (forthcoming 
2014) (peer reviewed) (with Kosta ristovski). 
honored as one of the three best submissions 
at the upcoming Southeastern association of 
law Schools annual meeting luncheon, aug. 2, 
2014.   
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presenTaTions 
“the Wto-Incompatibility of U.S. law on 
natural gas Exports: Can the trade regime 
help mitigate Climate Change?” presentation 
delivered at the Utrecht Centre for Water, 
oceans and Sustainability law Spring 
luncheon, hosted by Universiteit Utrecht, the 
netherlands on may 9, 2014. also presented at 
greater Cleveland International lawyers’ 
group, luncheon presentation, Cleveland City 
Club on april 14. 
“realigning U.S. law on natural gas Exports 
with U.S. advocacy Under Wto law: how 
Coherent policy Could lead to Environmental 
benefits,” northeast ohio Faculty Colloquium 
april 18. 
oTher aCTiviTies
Elected in april 2014 to serve on Case Western 
reserve University’s Faculty Senate Executive 
Committee for a term of three years.  
reappointed by the office of the United States 
trade representative (UStr) to serve on the 
2014-2015 United States roster of naFta 
panelists on march 31. 
Serving as a co-principal investigator on the 
grant, titled “Subglobal action for the 
protection of global Interests.”  the research is 
funded by the European research Council (ErC 
Starting grant) and the Dutch organization for 
Scientific research (noW vIDI scheme) and will 
run from January 2014 through December 2018. 
prOFessOr geOrge dent
pUbliCaTions
Corporate governance Without Shareholders: 
a Cautionary lesson from non-profit 
organizations, was published in 39 Delaware 
Journal of Corporate law 93 (2014).
“a Defense of proxy advisors,” will be 
published in the michigan State law review.
neWs
letter to the Editor, “protect Freedom of 
Conscience” was published in The Plain Dealer 
on Sunday, march 30. It supported the religious 
freedom claims of the U.S. Supreme Court’s 
hobby lobby case. 
prOFessOr JOnathan L. entIn
pUbliCaTions
“John Quincy adams,” chapter to be published 
in American Presidents and the Constitution 
(Kenneth gormley ed., nyU press, forthcoming).
Introduction to Symposium, the Supreme 
Court’s treatment of Same-Sex marriage in 
United States v. Windsor and Hollingsworth v. 
Perry: analysis and Implications, 64 Case 
Western Reserve Law Review (in press).
presenTaTions
“Same-Sex marriage: Is the law running to 
Catch Up with Events?” laura and alvin Siegal 
lifelong learning program, april 6. 
guest lecture, Sociology of law, June 9. 
media
Quoted in the Detroit News in a may article on 
the challenges to the nominating petitions for 
U.S. rep. John Conyers.
Interviewed on “the Sound of Ideas” on WCpn 
on april 7 discussing same-sex marriage and 
on July 2 discussing recent Supreme Court 
rulings. 
Quoted in the Columbus Dispatch in a June 11 
article on the ohio Supreme Court’s ruling in a 
lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of 
Jobs ohio.
Quoted in the Christian Science monitor in a 
June 27 article about buffer zones at abortion 
clinics.
Quoted in a series of articles on “Chagrin valley 
communities sharing law director raises 
questions of conflict of interest” on Cleveland.
com in april (various versions of this story ran 
in different areas of the website). 
prOFessOr peter gerhart
pUbliCaTions
his recent book, Property Law and Social 
Morality (Cambridge University press 2014) 
was the focus of a panel discussion at the 
annual conference of the association of law, 
property and Society, which was held in 
vancouver, Canada in may. the discussants 
were larissa Katz of the University of 
toronto, laura Underkuffler of Cornell law 
School and Joseph Singer of harvard law 
School. 
prOFessOr rIChard gOrdOn
pUbliCaTion
“a tale of two Studies: the real Story of 
terrorism Finance,” 162 U. Pa. L. Rev. online 
269 (by request).
presenTaTions
andrew morriss and richard gordon’s paper 
“moving money: International Financial Flows, 
taxes, & money laundering” is on the top five 
list of SSrn downloads for International 
political Economy. morriss and gordon 
presented their paper at the london Capital 
Club at a roundtable discussion and press 
conference sponsored by the Centre for the 
Study of Financial Innovation in June.  a few 
days later, they also presented their paper at 
the International Financial Center Forum in St 
helier, the Isle of Jersey.  
prOFessOr JessIe hILL
presenTaTions
presented “reading the tea leaves of aID v. 
alliance for open Society,” Clashing rights: 
Free Speech and reproductive autonomy, 
northeastern University School of law in april 
2014.
“the Challenge of Challenging burdensome 
abortion restrictions,” ohio league of Women 
voters Statehouse Day, Columbus, ohio in april 
2014. 
media
Quoted in a front-page article in the New York 
Times on may 22 about abortion restrictions in 
a number of southern states.
prOFessOr sharOna hOFFman
pUbliCaTions
“medical big Data and big Data Quality 
problems” will be published in the Connecticut 
Insurance Law Journal in 2015. 
“privacy and Security,” oxford handbook of 
american health law (forthcoming 2015). 
presenTaTions
“the Use and misuse of biomedical Data:  Is 
bigger really better?” talk given at the 
following venues: Emory University School of 
law, atlanta, ga, Feb. 19; Emory University 
Center for Ethics, atlanta, ga, march 27; 
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two federal appeals panels issued split rulings in July on the 
issuance of tax credits through federal exchanges that were 
created under the patient protection and affordable Care act. 
professor Jonathan h. adler was among the first to identify a 
problem with the way the IrS implemented portions of the aCa, 
including the federal exchanges. his research led to the filing of 
the lawsuits. 
on aug. 1, the federal government filed a petition for rehearing en 
banc in Halbig v. Burwell, the case in which the U.S. Court of 
appeals for the D.C. Circuit held that the aCa does not authorize 
the issuance of tax credits for federal exchanges. the petition 
was granted on Sept. 4.
adler has given expert testimony before Congress and appeared 
in numerous national media outlets. pictured is a 
behind-the-scenes look at adler’s appearance this summer on 
mSnbC’s “Up with Steve Kornacki” show.  n 
tWO FederaL appeaLs paneLs Issue spLIt 
ruLIngs On OBamaCare Cases that InvOLve 
prOFessOr adLer’s researCh 
University of georgia, athens, ga, march 28, big 
Data and Insurance Conference, University of 
Connecticut School of law, april 3.
“big Data, public health law, and Ethics,” 
Centers for Disease Control and prevention, 
atlanta, ga, February 21, 2014, april 11 and 
april 22 (for different audiences).  
“aging with a plan: What you Should Consider 
in middle age to plan for old age,” law and 
Society annual meeting, minneapolis, mn, 
may 29. 
“Improving regulatory Enforcement in the 
Face of Inadequate resources,” health law 
professors Conference, San Francisco, Ca, June 6. 
media
Quoted in in “Expectation: Communication will 
come from the doctor,” 2(11) physical risk 
management 128 (2014).
Quoted in the July 1 issue of Physician Risk 
Management in a story entitled “Use Emrs to 
document follow up with patients.”
prOFessOr erIk Jensen
pUbliCaTions
“the tiley trilogy and U.S. anti-avoidance 
law,” 12 eJournal of tax research 74 (2014). 
“the Constitutionality of a mark-to-market 
taxing System,” 143 tax notes 1299 (2014).
“taking the Student out of Student athlete: 
College Sports and the Unrelated business 
Income tax,” Journal of taxation of 
Investments, Summer 2014, at 29.
“Did the Sixteenth amendment Ever matter? 
Does It matter today?”, 108 northwestern 
University law review 799 (2014).
prOFessOr CharLes kOrsmO
pUbliCaTions
“appraisal arbitrage and the Future of public 
Company m&a” (forthcoming Wash. U. L. Rev.) 
(with minor myers).
“the Structure of Stockholder litigation: When 
do the merits matter” (forthcoming Ohio St. L. 
Rev.) (with minor myers). 
“market Efficiency and Fraud on the market: 
the promise and peril of halliburton” 
(forthcoming Lewis & Clark  L. Rev.).
“high-Frequency trading: a regulatory 
Strategy,” 48 U. Rich. L. Rev. 523 (2014).
“lost in translation: law, Economics, and 
Subjective Standards of Care in negligence 
law,” 118 Penn St. L. Rev. 285 (2013).
published a post on the Columbia law School’s 
blue Sky blog entitled “appraisal arbitrage and 
the Future of public Company m&a” on may 
12 (with minor myers). 
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Charles Korsmo, a corporate law scholar, is 
the new managing director of the 
Canada-United States law Institute.  he will 
also serve as the Institute’s U.S. national 
Director since michael Scharf, who previously 
held that position, is now the Co-president 
of the Institute in his role as Interim Dean of 
the law school.
 Korsmo teaches courses in corporate law, 
corporate finance and torts. his articles have 
appeared in the William & Mary Law Review, 
Washington University Law Review and 
Brooklyn Law Review, to name a few. his 
research has recently been cited by the U.S. 
Court of appeals for the Second Circuit and 
in the new york times and Wall Street 
Journal. 
 “the Canada-U.S. law Institute doesn’t 
just bring together academics and 
government entities; it engages the business 
community, as well. With my corporate law 
background, I hope to continue to foster a 
dialogue between these groups to help us 
identify and confront issues that affect the 
relationship between the U.S. and Canada,” 
Korsmo said.  
 Case Western reserve School of law and 
the Faculty of law at the University of 
Western ontario jointly formed the institute 
in 1976. It sponsors conferences, forums, 
research opportunities, student internships, 
and the niagara moot Court Competition.   
 Its major conference last april 
– “Continental Drift” – focused on how the 
U.S. and Canada can come together to 
develop new energy resources and 
environmental policies, and analyzed the role 
of asian markets in north american energy 
projects. 
 Korsmo said plans are underway for the 
Institute’s 2015 conference, which will 
explore “the Digital border,” addressing such 
issues as cybersecurity, intellectual property 
protection, information sharing, and privacy. 
 Korsmo succeeds David Kocan, who led 
the institute as a visiting assistant professor 
for the past three years. prior to joining the 
faculty at Case Western reserve, Korsmo 
clerked for the honorable ralph K. Winter on 
the U.S. Court of appeals for the Second 
Circuit, and practiced in the new york offices 
of Sullivan & Cromwell llp. he worked at 
the Environmental protection agency and 
for the U.S. house of representatives as 
staff for the house policy Committee and 
the homeland Security Committee. 
president barack obama appointed him to 
the board of trustees of the barry goldwater 
Scholarship and Excellence in Education 
Foundation in 2011.
 Korsmo holds a bS in physics from the 
massachusetts Institute of technology and a 
JD from yale law School. 
 Korsmo’s wife is a Canadian, and his 
background also has something that most 
law professors can’t claim: a childhood acting 
career. Korsmo starred in major motion 
pictures in the 1990s – “hook,” “Dick tracy” 
and “What about bob?” to name a few.
 “It is really helpful to have a bit of a 
performance background as a lawyer, at 
least in theory. It helps because you don’t 
get stage fright, and it’s much easier to be 
persuasive in a genuine manner,” he said. 
“teaching a class or presenting at a 
conference can be kind of like giving a live 
theatrical performance. I get to write my 
own script, but you never know what people 
are going to ask. So really, it’s more like 
improv theatre.”   n
CharLes kOrsmO named managIng 
dIreCtOr OF Canada-u.s. LaW InstItute
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presenTaTions
presented a paper entitled “appraisal 
arbitrage and the Future of public Company 
m&a” on may 9 at the annual Conference of 
the american law and Economics association 
at the University of Chicago law School in 
Chicago, Illinois.
media
Korsmo’s work on shareholder appraisal rights 
was cited in the march 5 New York Times.
Interviewed on the legacy of Shirley temple in 
the march edition of Focus, germany’s leading 
weekly news magazine.
Korsmo’s work on appraisal rights was cited in 
the april 13 Wall Street Journal.
Korsmo’s work on appraisal rights was again 
cited in the may 30 New York Times.
Korsmo’s work on shareholder appraisal rights 
was cited in the may 23 Wall Street Journal.
prOFessOr JuLIet kOstrItsky
presenTaTion
presented “What lawyers Say Determines 
Choice of law in merger agreements” at the 
annual meeting of the american law and 
Economics association at the University of 
Chicago on may 8-9. 
prOFessOr maxWeLL mehLman
pUbliCaTions
“a Framework for military bioethics,” co-
authored with 2012-2013 Cowan post-
Doctoral Fellow Stephanie Corley, has been 
accepted for publication by the Journal of 
Military Ethics.
“medical malpractice” in Encyclopedia of 
Bioethics 1899-1903 (bruce Jennings ed., 
Farmington hills, mI: macmillan reference USa 
2014).
“Soldier Enhancement” in Encyclopedia of 
Bioethics 3176-3179 (bruce Jennings ed., 
Farmington hills, mI: macmillan reference  
USa 2014).
“Ethical, legal, Social, and policy Issues in the 
Use of genomic technology by the U.S. 
military,” co-authored with Cowan Fellow tracy 
leheng li, has been accepted for publication in 
the Journal of Law and the Biosciences.
presenTaTions
at the 2014 medical legal Summit presented 
by the Cleveland metropolitan bar 
association and the Cleveland academy of 
medicine on april 12, mehlman debated the 
president and CEo of the physicians Insurers 
association of america on medical 
malpractice reform.
at a workshop on Intersections in 
reproduction: perspectives on abortion, 
assisted reproductive technologies, and 
Judicial review on april 17-18 at yale law 
School, mehlman presented a commentary on 
a paper on sex selection. 
presented “military genomics,” health law 
professors Conference, american Society of 
law, medicine, and Ethics, San Francisco, Ca, 
June 6. 
 presented “the affordable Care act,” CWrU 
Weatherhead School of management and 
School of law alumni breakfast, tucker Ellis, 
llp, in Cleveland, oh on June 25. 
prOFessOr CraIg a. nard
pUbliCaTion
“Intellectual property’s Delicate relationship 
with the marketplace,” Annali Italiani Del 
Diritto D’Autore Della Cultura E Dello 
Spettacolo, XXII (2013)
presenTaTions
visiting the Univ of torino/WIpo in September 
as a visiting professor on american patent law
at the Centre d’Etudes Internationales de la 
propriete Intellectuelle, University of Strasbourg, 
Strasbourg, France, on “american patent law 
reform” as a visiting professor (2014). 
media
appeared live on the legal radio program the 
Docket on July 7 on KUCI-Fm, the public radio 
station of UC Irvine. he discussed the Federal 
Circuit and calls to reboot the appeals court. 
Quoted in Wall Street Journal article “Critics 
Fault Court’s grip on appeals For patents” on 
July 7, 2014.  
prOFessOr aarOn perzanOWskI
pUbliCaTions
“reconciling Intellectual and personal 
property,” 90 notre Dame Law Review ___ 
(forthcoming 2014) 
“legislating Digital Exhaustion,” 28 berkeley 
Technology Law Journal ___ (forthcoming 
2014) 
“afterword: Conferring about the Conference,” 
Houston Law Review (forthcoming 2014)
his book Creativity Without Law will be 
published by nyU press in 2015.
presenTaTions
Served as a fellow and commentator at the 
University of houston law Center IpIl national 
Conference, reCalibrating Copyright: 
Continuity, Contemporary Culture, and Change 
on may 31. 
testified regarding the first sale doctrine, 
remixes, and statutory damages at the United 
States patent and trademark office Copyright 
green paper roundtable held at vanderbilt 
University law School on may 21. 
presented reconciling personal & Intellectual 
property at the association for law, property 
and Society Conference at the University of 
british Columbia on may 2. 
presented legislating Digital Exhaustion at 
the next great Copyright act Conference at 
the UC berkeley School of law on april 3. 
media
participated in a Q & a article with Cleveland.
com writer Zack meisel: “What does the 
Washington redskins’ loss of a trademark 
mean for the Cleveland Indians and Chief 
Wahoo” on June 19. 
guest on npr’s the Sound of Ideas discussing 
network neutrality on June 10. 
Quoted in Wall Street Journal article on 
copyright protection for professional athletes’ 
tattoos on June 16. 
Quoted in Crain’s article on redskins and 
Indians trademarks on June 20. 
Interviewed by abC newsnet 5 about redskins 
and Indians trademarks on June 18. 
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prOFessOr andreW pOLLIs
pUbliCaTion
Updated edition of his book for 2014-15, Ohio 
Appellate Practice, is forthcoming.
presenTaTions
“‘Final’ Exam: testing your Knowledge of Final, 
appealable orders” presentation given at two 
different seminars in June: the ohio 
association of Civil trial attorneys appellate 
advocacy Seminar and the Cleveland 
metropolitan bar association appellate Courts 
Committee annual Seminar.
“Standards of appellate review” presented on 
aug. 15 at a ClE at Weltman, Weinberg & reis 
Co., lpa.
prOFessOr Cassandra 
rOBertsOn
pUbliCaTion
“toward a new Equilibrium in personal 
Jurisdiction,” 48 UC DAVIS L. REV. ___ 
(forthcoming 2014) (with Charles W. “rocky” 
rhodes).
presenTaTions
“State law litigation of International norms,” 
american Society of International law.
(aSIl) annual meeting and International law 
association (Ila) biennial Conference on april 12. 
prOFessOr mattheW rOssman
pUbliCaTion
“Evaluating trickle Down Charity: a Solution for 
Determining When Economic Development 
aimed at revitalizing america’s Cities and 
regions Is really Charitable”, 79 brooklyn law 
review 1455 (2014). 
media
an article in the may/June 2014 edition of 
Inside Business magazine featured professor 
rossman’s research on “trickle down charity.”
prOFessOr daLInyeBO shaBaLaLa
presenTaTions
Served as a panelist in Session 2 - Climate 
Change, public health and Food and nutrition 
Security,  at the World Universities network 
(WUn) Joint 4th public health/responding to 
Climate Change global Challenge Conference 
“global health and Climate Change: an 
Interdisciplinary and transgenerational approach” 
in Cape town, South africa, in march 2014.
Will defend his phD approved thesis “Climate 
Change, technology transfer and Intellectual 
property: option for action at the UnFCCC” on 
oct. 15 at maastricht University. 
InterIm dean mIChaeL sCharF 
pUbliCaTions
published “accelerated Formation of 
Customary International law,” 20 IlSa Journal 
of International and Comparative Law 305-341 
(2014). 
his 17th book, Prosecuting Maritime Piracy: 
Domestic Solutions to International Crime 
(with milena Sterio and mike newton), will be 
published by Cambridge University press in fall 
2014.
Jessica W. berg and michael p. Scharf’s article, 
“reflections on Shared law School 
leadership,” will be published in 46 Toledo Law 
Review __ (February, 2015) (leadership in 
legal Education symposium issue).
media
“talking Foreign policy,” the radio program 
hosted by Scharf, aired a segment entitled 
“roussian roulette: What the Ukraine Crisis 
means for american Foreign policy” on WCpn 
90.3Fm Ideastream on June 10, 2014. 
Quoted in John heilprin, “long odds for Justice 
in malaysian Jet Disaster,” an ap story that ran 
in newspapers across the globe on July 24, 2014. 
prOFessOr tImOthy WeBster
pUbliCaTions
“the legal precedents of american 
orientalism,” 62 Am. J. Comp. L.  (2014)
“paper Compliance: how China Implements 
Wto Decisions,” 35 MICH. J. INT’L L. 722 (2014)
media
Quoted in a reuters article on may 12 about 
Chinese lawsuits against Japanese companies 
that used forced labor during World War II. 
appeared on internet news program Fresh 
outlook on may 24 to discuss the coup d’état 
in thailand, and on may 31 to discuss the 25th 
anniversary of the tiananmen massacre.
presenTaTions 
presented Does the U.S. Government Oppose 
Asian Investment to the law faculties at the 
Chinese University of hong Kong, City 
University of hong Kong, University of tulsa, 
University of arkansas, and University of 
arkansas – little rock, and to Case Western’s 
Center for policy Studies. 
he was invited to present at a major 
international conference on US-China relations 
at Xi’an Jiaotong University, where president 
Carter will deliver the keynote address.
his panel on China’s international economic 
law was accepted for the american Society of 
International law’s biennial research 
Conference in Denver.
oTher aCTiviTies
In april, the asia Foundation awarded him a 
major research grant on the Domestic 
Dimension of China’s Foreign policy. Webster 
will spend part of next summer (2015) in 
Shanghai, conducting research, interviewing 
policy-makers, and examining China’s 
investment treaties and outbound investment 
policies.  he also gave faculty workshops at 
Chinese University of hong Kong, City 
University of hong Kong, University of tulsa, 
University of arkansas, and University of 
arkansas – little rock; and lectured at the 
public affairs lunch through Case’s Center for 
policy Studies. 
prOFessOr ruqaIIJah yearBy
presenTaTions
presented “health Disparities: race is never 
the Cause, nor the answer” at Case Western 
reserve University, School of medicine on June 18. 
Invited Speaker on June 7 and presented 
“Social Determinants of health: Insurance is 
not Enough to put an End to racial Disparities 
in health Status and access to health Care” at 
University of California, hastings College of 
law in San Francisco, Ca. 
media
appeared as a guest on WCpn’s program be 
Well on april 15. the interview took place 
during the Civil rights act health Care 
Disparity conference in march 2014. 
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Colares’ research explains why litigation 
won’t influence climate change legislation 
any time soon 
 When litigation is a threat, industries 
prefer preemptive federal laws to protect 
themselves from costly lawsuits, even if 
those laws impose new restrictions on 
emissions. 
 With this Elliott-ackerman-millian theory 
in mind, professor Juscelino Colares sifted 
through 178 federal and state judicial filings 
related to climate-change issues since 1990. 
through this census, he sought to determine 
whether litigation could motivate major 
greenhouse gas emitters to embrace 
preemptive legislation. 
 With climate change such a hot button 
issue, especially in recent years, one may 
assume climate-related legal claims are on 
the rise. 
 “but what I found was that litigation is 
not increasing,” Colares said. “rather, 
litigation is not a threat.” 
 Furthermore, Colares found that tort 
claim pleading – often the most dangerous 
and costly to industries – is rare. In 178 
cases, torts claims amounted to just over 3 
percent of all claims pleaded. the vast 
majority – almost 93 percent of claims –  
were regulatory.  
 “In tort claims, plaintiffs have to show 
causation,” Colares said. “It’s very difficult to 
prove causation due to the diffuse nature of 
climate change effects.” 
 the paper, titled “pleading patterns and 
the role of litigation as a Driver of Federal 
Climate Change legislation,” was honored as 
one of the three best submissions at the 
Southeastern association of law Schools 
annual meeting on aug. 2. Kosta ristovski, a 
data mining expert, helped Colares with the 
clustering analysis of the claims in each case 
filed. this research is forthcoming in 
Jurimetrics this fall. 
 this article also demonstrates why the 
recently announced Epa rules on existing 
power plants (requiring 30 percent emission 
reductions by 2030) represent a bigger 
threat to industries than litigation. 
 Colares specializes in the intersystemic 
and procedural aspects of the law on 
international economic relations and climate 
change. recently, the office of the United 
States trade representative reappointed 
him to the United States roster of naFta 
panelists.
Colares discusses why the U.s. is not a 
major natural gas exporter, despite 
production boom 
 With the current shale gas production 
boom, the U.S. should be a major natural gas 
exporter, except for one big problem.
 natural gas exports are still governed by 
the Energy policy act of 1992, a time when 
the U.S. was a major importer and depended 
more heavily on foreign energy. 
 times have changed, professor Juscelino 
Colares wrote in a 2014 bloomberg Insight, 
“In Search of policy Coherence: Upholding 
U.S. Free trade advocacy amid Controversy 
over natural gas Exports.”  Colares also 
spoke on the issue at the Utrecht Centre for 
Water, oceans and Sustainability law Spring 
luncheon in the netherlands in may 2014. 
 “U.S. laws create barriers for the export of 
natural gas, do not comply with Wto laws 
and stand in stark contrast to the position 
the U.S. has been arguing in litigation at the 
Wto,” he said. 
 the permitting system for natural gas 
exports is lengthy and difficult. applicants 
must seek approval from two agencies: the 
Department of Energy and the Federal 
Energy regulatory Commission. Exports 
must satisfy a public interest test, which is 
both convoluted and lengthy. application 
approvals can take years. 
 as a result, producers have sought relief 
through changes in existing law, yet some 
gas consumers and distributing industries 
are fighting changes for fear that more 
exports would increase domestic prices. 
as a Wto member, the U.S. is prohibited 
from enacting export restrictions. the U.S. is 
violating gatt article XI because this 
lengthy, arbitrary permitting process 
amounts to an “export license,” which is 
explicitly prohibited.
  “Worse, limiting exports [is] profoundly 
inconsistent with the U.S.’ overall stance on 
free trade, and, especially, with the litigation 
positions it has often taken before the Wto,” 
Colares wrote in the bloomberg article. 
 In two recent cases, the U.S. successfully 
challenged China’s export restrictions, 
including licensing procedures that imposed 
restrictions on exports of raw materials and 
rare earths (chemicals that are used in 
modern batteries). 
 “Washington knows its trade partners are 
watching,” Colares wrote. “It is time to 
reconcile sound economic policy with 
pro-environment and Wto-compliant trade 
positions.”  n
BarrIers tO envIrOnmentaL Change
professor Juscelino Colares’ research explains why litigation won’t influence climate change 
legislation any time soon, and discusses why the U.S. is not a major natural gas exporter.
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1 Samuel Dodoo 
2 Mohamed Ibn Chambas (LAW ’87), joint chief 
mediator overseeing the Darfur peace negotiations 
for the African Union and United Nations, served as 
the speaker for the university’s commencement 
ceremony and shared advise with international law 
service award recipients before the law school’s 
ceremony. 
3 Graduate Donald Slezak is pictured with his father 
David Slezak who graduated from the law school in 
1985. 
4 Graduates Danny Tirfagnehu and Janelle 
Mahowald got married just two days before 
graduating from law school together. 
5 Graduate Michael Zimmerman is pictured with his 
father D. Brad Zimmerman who graduated from the 
law school in 1978. 
3 4
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gLOBaL ChaIrman & CeO  
OF ey speaks at COmmenCement
Weinberger (law ‘87, mba ‘87) leads one of the world’s largest global professional services 
organizations
 as global Chairman & CEo of one of the largest global professional services 
organizations in the world, mark Weinberger’s career experiences are vast. 
 yet, he was able to summarize the philosophy that has made him successful in a 
few short sentences. 
 “you are the CEo of your own life,” Weinberger said, as the crowd of 2014 law 
graduates and families applauded his remarks.  
 “the world will find your limitations,” he continued. “only you will find your 
opportunities.” 
 Weinberger knows all about finding opportunities. Since he graduated from Case 
Western reserve University in 1987 with both a JD and mba, he served in a variety of 
leadership positions for Ey and became global Chairman & CEo on July 1, 2013. 
 he previously served as the assistant Secretary of the United States Department of 
the treasury (tax policy) in the george W. bush administration. he was also appointed 
by president bill Clinton to serve on the U.S. Social Security administration advisory 
board, which advises the president and Congress on all aspects of the Social Security 
system. 
 Weinberger also served as Chief of Staff of president Clinton’s 1994 bipartisan 
Commission on Entitlement and tax reform; Chief tax and budget Counsel to U.S. 
Senator John Danforth; advisor to the national Commission on Economic growth and 
tax reform; and Commissioner on the national Commission on retirement policy.
 “I started my own law and lobbying firm without ever actually practicing law before,” 
he said. “I now run a global professional services organization even though my primary 
training is as a lawyer and economist. Do you see a pattern?” 
 Ey provides assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. It employs 190,000 
people in more than 150 countries. 
 “I love my job, and it’s been one of my most humbling opportunities. but when I was 
chosen as CEo, I had a condition: no matter where I am in the world, I need to be home 
every weekend. Finding that balance between your career and the rest of your life is 
crucial,” Weinberger said. “no matter how fast your career is moving, you need to stop 
occasionally and evaluate what really matters to you. If the life you’re building doesn’t 
leave enough room for the people and things that you love, then you need to stop and 
change course.” 
“no matter how fast your career is moving, you 
need to stop occasionally and evaluate what really 
matters to you. If the life you’re building doesn’t 
leave enough room for the people and things that 
you love, then you need to stop and change course.” 
Mark Weinberger, Global Chairman and CEO of EY, 
speaks during commencement at Case Western 
Reserve University School of Law in May 2014. 
2014maJOr events rOundup
2013-14 maJOr events rOundup
end game! An international Conference on 
Combating piracy
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center
Keynote Speaker: general romeo Dallaire, 
best-selling author and former Un troop 
Commander
SEp. 6, 2013
security Council: the international tribunals, 
Counter terrorism and the office of the 
ombudsperson
Sponsor: Institute for global Security law and 
policy
Speaker: Kimberly prost, Secretary general as 
ombudsperson, United nations Security 
Council al Qaida Sanctions Committee
SEp. 18, 2013 
A Conversation with the Chief prosecutor of 
United states Military Commissions
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center
Keynote Speaker: brigadier general, mark 
martins, Chief prosecutor for the United 
States
SEp. 24, 2013
implementing the Affordable Care Act  
panel discussion 
Sponsor: the law-medicine Center 
SEp. 26, 2013
U.s.-China investment: Reimagining the 
Relationship
Sponsor: alumni Weekend “think Forum”
Speaker: hon. Kevin g. nealer, the Scowcroft 
group
SEp 27. 2013 
the Courts and the Administrative state
Sponsor: the Sumner Canary lecture
Speaker: Judge brett m. Kavanaugh, U.S. Court 
of appeals for the D.C. Circuit
oCt. 1, 2013 
the influence of organizational Culture on 
Clinical decision-Making: implications for 
law, policy and ethics
Sponsor: law review Distinguished lecture
Speaker: Jessica lind mantel, assistant 
professor and Co-Director; health law & 
policy Institute
oCt. 3, 2013 
Rationing vs. Reengineering: the 21st Century 
Challenge for American health Care
Sponsor: the oliver C. Schroeder, Jr. 
Scholar-in-residence lecture presented by 
the law-medicine Center
Speaker: David blumenthal, president of the 
Commonwealth Fund
oCt. 10, 2013 
eroding the Foundations of international 
humanitarian law: the United states 
post-9/11
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center 
Speaker: Colonel (retired) morris Davis, 
assistant professor, howard University 
School of law and former Chief prosecutor 
for the military Commissions at guantanamo 
bay, Cuba
oCt. 17, 2013 
the supreme Court’s treatment of same-sex 
Marriage in United states v. Windsor and 
Hollingsworth v. Perry: Analysis and 
implications
Sponsor: the law review Symposium
oCt. 25, 2013 
Unconventional Responses to Unique 
Catastrophes: tailoring the law to Meet the 
Challenges
Sponsor: ben C. green lecture
Speaker: Kenneth r. Feinberg, September 
11th victims’ Fund
oCt. 28, 2013
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Lieutenant-General Romeo Dallaire spoke at 
the law school on Sept. 6, 2013.  
2014
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tO COme
Women’s law and leadership Conference 
2013
Sponsors: level I: bakerhostetler, Calfee 
halter, hahn loeser, FirstEnergy Foundation, 
Squire Sanders,thompson hine, tucker Ellis, 
Ulmer & berne. level II: benesch, Friedlander, 
Coplan & aronoff llp, angela Carlin ’55, 
mcglinchey Stafford, Carol tanenbaum ’75, 
Kristine Wellman ’95
Speakers: Colleen batcheler, ann harlan, 
laura Quatela, Kristine Wellman
nov. 8, 2013 
Quality legal Representation for parents –  
Cuyahoga County
Speakers: hon. William thorne (ret.), martin 
guggenheim, Susan Jacobs, Justice helen m. 
meyer (ret.), mimi laver, michael patterson
Jan. 10, 2014 
An introduction to the Foreign intelligence 
surveillance Act and Court
Speaker: Judge James g. Carr, Senior federal 
judge for the northern District of ohio, 
and former Foreign Intelligence Surveillance 
Court judge from 2002 to 2008
FEb. 24, 2014 
From product to service: digitization of 
Culture
Sponsor: arthur W. Fiske memorial lecture
Speakers: mark avsec, Ken antonelli, bruce 
Winges, Erica lazzaro, patty motta, glenn 
gamboa
FEb. 28, 2014 
posthumous Motherhood? Brain death and 
pregnancy
Sponsor: the Elena and miles Zaremski 
law-medicine Forum
Speakers: Kavita Shah arora, mark p. aulisio, 
Sheryl a. Kingsberg
mar. 3, 2014 
shale gas, Climate Change and ohio’s 
economic opportunity
Sponsor: the Center for business law and 
regulation and the Energy & Enterprise 
Initiative at george mason University
Speaker: bob Inglis, former U.S. 
representative
mar. 5, 2014 
21st Century problems – 20th Century 
international law
Sponsor: Klatsky Seminar in human rights, 
Frederick K. Cox Center International 
humanitarian award
Speaker: harold hongju Koh, Sterling 
professor of International law, yale 
University School of law; Former State 
Department legal advisor
mar. 18, 2014 
A Conversation with Judge Marilyn 
shea-stonum
Sponsor: Frank J. battisti memorial lecture 
Speaker: Judge marilyn Shea-Stonum, United 
States bankruptcy Court, northern District of 
ohio
mar. 27, 2014 
sick and tired of Being sick and tired: putting 
an end to separate and Unequal health Care 
in the United states 50 years After the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964
Sponsor: the law medicine Center 
Symposium
Keynote Speaker: David barton Smith, hon. 
ray miller
mar. 28, 2014
40 years in tax – a look Backward (As Well as 
Forward)
Sponsor: the norman a. Sugarman tax 
Scholar in residence
Speaker: Donald l. Korb, tax partner at 
Sullivan & Cromwell llp, Former Chief 
Counsel for the Internal revenue Service
apr. 2, 2014 
Continental drift: energy, Climate Change and 
our Bi-national economy
Sponsor: Canada - United States law Institute 
annual Conference
Speaker: ambassador Chas W. Freeman, Jr.
apr. 5, 2014 
An Academic Conflict : pharma’s increasing 
influence on Medical education
Sponsor: the Elena and miles Zaremski 
law-medicine Forum
Speaker: Dr. nida Degesys, national president 
of the american medical Student association 
(amSa)
apr. 8, 2014 
A JAg’s perspective on Military Justice and 
sexual Assault
Speaker: lieutenant Colonel Jeremy S. Weber, 
appellate military judge on the air Force Court 
of Criminal appeals
apr. 14, 2014 
pLease vIsIt LaW.Case.edu/
LeCtures tO get CLe CredIt 
InFOrmatIOn, agendas and 
mOre InFOrmatIOn aBOut  
eaCh event. 
SEp. 17, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.   
City Club of Cleveland
is economic development Really Charity?: 
evaluating “trickle down Charity”
Sponsor: Case Downtown lecture Series
Speaker:matthew rossman 
SEp. 18, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
the Regulation of Care Work: past pitfalls, 
present trends, and Future promises
Sponsor: rush mcKnight labor law lecture
Speaker: peggie r. Smith
SEp. 22, 2014 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. – 
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
litigating sexual Abuse!
Sponsor: Elmer F. and Ellen laws burwig and
Deans’ Distinguished alumni lecture
Speaker: Jeff herman
 
oCt. 2, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
how the separation of powers informs the 
executive duty to defend the law   
Speaker: Judge William h. pryor, Jr.
David Blumenthal, President of The 
Commonwealth Fund, spoke on Oct. 10, 2013.  
2015
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oCt. 3, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.   
Jones Day, Cleveland
securities disclosure: theory and practice
Sponsor: the Center for business law and 
regulation
george a. leet business law Symposium
oCt. 7, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
Accountability, Justice, and the legal 
Response to Military sexual Assault
Sponsor: arthur W. Fiske lecture Series
Institute for global Security law & policy
the Frederick K. Cox International law Center
Speaker: rear admiral Janet r. Donovan (’83)
oCt. 14, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
shifting the paradigm – Bringing to Justice 
those who Commit human Rights Atrocities
Sponsor: the Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center, the Klatsky Seminar in human rights
Speaker: Dr. mark S. Ellis
oCt. 15, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
pandemics, public health, and political 
Change: the Critical importance of 
Communication
Sponsor: the law medicine Center
the oliver C. Schroeder, Jr. 
Scholar-in-residence lecture
Speaker: richard E. besser, mD
oCt. 17, 2014 3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.   
Cleveland museum of art
killer Bureaucracy: inside America’s lethal 
drone program
Sponsor: CWrU homecoming & reunion 
Weekend think Forum
Speaker: gregory S. mcneal, JD/phD (’06)
 
oCt. 18, 2014 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
the impact of dnA profiling in Criminal 
prosecutions
Sponsor: the barrister’s lecture
CWrU homecoming & reunion Weekend 
Speaker: paul C. giannelli
oCt. 21, 2014 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
What is the Role of international dispute 
settlement Findings in interpreting domestic 
law? A Case study Based on trade laws
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center
Speaker: hon. mark a. barnett
oCt.  22, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
probes and Bribes: practitioners’ perspectives 
on the Foreign Corrupt practices Act
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law Center
Speakers: Kevin barnes, Jim Wooley, Colin 
Jennings, timothy Webster
oCt. 24, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.   
tinkham veale University Center (CWrU)
3rd Annual Women’s law and leadership 
Conference
Sponsor: Case Western reserve University 
School of law
nov. 7, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
Creativity without law
Sponsor: the Spangenberg Center for law, 
technology & the arts Symposium
arthur W. Fiske Distinguished lecture Series
Co-sponsored by the harvard University 
berkman Center for Internet & Society
nov. 13, 2014 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
From Repair to inclusion: Changing 
perspectives on disability in health Reform
Sponsor: the inaugural maxwell J. mehlman 
lecture
Speaker: bob Joondeph
nov 14, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
executive discretion and the Administrative 
state
Sponsor: Case Western reserve University 
law review Symposium
Speakers: peter l. Strauss, peter m. Shane
nov. 19, 2014 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.   
City Club of Cleveland
Urban Agriculture, local Foodsheds, and 
Community expectations
Sponsor: Case Downtown lecture Series
Speaker: Jaime bouvier
DEC. 19, 2014 9:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.   
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
new lawyer training
Sponsor: Case Western reserve University 
School of law 
Jan. 21, 2015 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.   
City Club of Cleveland
What lawyers say determines Choice of law 
in Merger Agreements
Sponsor: Case Downtown lecture Series
Speaker: Juliet Kostritsky
mar. 18, 2015 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m.  
City Club of Cleveland
Copyright’s First sale doctrine in the digital 
economy
Sponsor: Case Downtown lecture Series
Speaker: aaron perzanowski
mar. 19, 2015 – mar. 20, 2015
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
the digital Border
Sponsor: the Canada-US law Institute annual 
Conference
mar. 31, 2015 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
From transitional Justice to the Rule of law: 
lessons from the Field
Sponsor: Frederick K. Cox International law 
Center, Cox Center humanitarian award 
lecture
Speaker: Elizabeth andersen 
apr. 17, 2015 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
law School moot Courtroom (a59)
the Rhetoric of Reproduction
Sponsor: the law medicine Center 
Symposium
arthur W. Fiske Distinguished lecture Series
Speaker: b. Jessie hill
may 20, 2015 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. 
City Club of Cleveland
the law and Finance of Funding higher 
education
Sponsor: Case Downtown lecture Series
Speaker: Cassandra robertson
Fast, COnvenIent, OnLIne CLe! 
OhIO attOrneys are 
permItted 12 OnLIne CLe 
CredIts By the OhIO supreme 
COurt. vIsIt LaW.Case.edu/
OnLIneCLe tO regIster.  
these OnLIne CredIts are 
COmpLImentary FOr aLumnI 
and $25 FOr Other LaWyers. 
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Case Western reserve law faculty are national and international leaders in legal 
scholarship and research. our new Scholarly Commons contains hundreds of 
downloadable faculty articles first published in law reviews, books, journals and 
other publications. 
a service of the Judge ben C. green law library, Scholarly Commons will soon expand 
to include freely available online editions (with full archives) of our journals, as well as 
to feature archives and special collections of the library.
Scholarly Commons can be found at scholarlycommons.law.case.edu. you may 
browse articles by date or by a particular faculty member. Don’t forget to select the 
follow button for your favorite faculty or academic centers to configure email or rSS 
notification of new articles. or set up personalized email notifications to be alerted to 
our new scholarship that meets your own search criteria.
the Scholarly Commons boosts the visibility and accessibility of our faculty’s wide-
ranging scholarship, including both ground-breaking new work and many older 
articles of contemporary relevance. rather than being locked between the covers of 
bound volumes or accessible only through commercial electronic retrieval services, 
these articles now rank well in internet search engine results for their subject, can be 
read and linked to online by a wide public and have been downloaded several 
thousand times in our first month and a half online. 
lAW sChool liBRARy 
lAUnChes neW  
sCholARly CoMMons 
Class of 1959*
laurence d. steinsapir – of Schwartz, 
Steinsapir, Dohrmann & Sommers, llp, 
was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014. he has been 
in every edition since the book began 
publishing in 1983.
Class of 1962
Frederick M. lombardi – of buckingham, 
Doolittle & burroughs llC has been selected 
for inclusion in the 20th Edition of The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014, and has been 
included for at least five consecutive years. 
he was also designated “lawyer of the year: 
litigation – real Estate.”
Class of 1966
hon. paul Brickner - reviewed Justice Sonia 
Sotomayor’s memoir, My Beloved World, for 
the lake County bar association’s monthly 
publication, lake legal views (vol. 38, no. 5, 
p.13, may 2014). he is also serving as a 
member of the Willoughby Eastlake City 
board of Education.
hon. david B. saxe – was recently honored 
by the Jewish lawyers guild of new york 
with the benjamin n. Cardozo award at 
their 38th annual Dinner in new york. he is 
in his 16th year as an associate Justice of 
the appellate Division, Supreme Court, First 
Department, and overall serving his 32nd 
year on the new york State Judiciary. 
Class of 1968
Charles R. oestreicher – of verril Dana 
llp, was recognized as a leading lawyer 
in real Estate by london-based 
Chambers & Partners.
Class of 1971
Charles t. Riehl – of Walter haverfield llp, 
was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014, and Ohio 
Super Lawyers® 2014.
Class of 1973
Margaret A. Cannon – of Walter haverfield 
llp, was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014.
Michael A. Cyphert – of Walter haverfield 
llp, was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014.
david e. schreiner – of Fisher & phillips, 
was featured in Chambers USA: America’s 
Leading Lawyers for Business 2014.
Class of 1974*
hon. Frank J. labuda – new york State 
Judge and Surrogate, recently hosted a 
turkish Delegation at his Courthouse. the 
turkish Delegation observed and compared 
court proceedings in Supreme Court Civil 
and Criminal, as well as Family Court in 
Sullivan County.
aLumnI CLASS NoTeS 
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*Alumni from this class will be celebrating their School of Law reunion in 2014.
distinguished sports law attorney 
establishes non-profit for athletes
after 37 years practicing corporate and sports law, everett l. glenn (laW ’77) is now retired 
and established a non-profit effort, called the national Sports authority. the organization 
helps athletes, particularly african american athletes, achieve their life dreams beyond the 
court or playing field.  
During his career, Everett was a nFl and nba certified contract advisor. he was the first 
african american attorney/agent to represent multiple first round draft picks in the same 
nFl draft (twice), and to represent first round picks in the nba and nFl in the same draft 
year (twice). his clients have included more than 10 nba and nFl first round picks and three 
nFl hall of Fame inductees. he represented a host of college athletes on nCaa eligibility 
issues; and is the rainbow/pUSh 2014 “trailblazer in Sports” award recipient.  
Everett Glenn (LAW ’77), with NBA Hall of Fame member Isiah Thomas, NFL Commissioner Roger Goodell 
and Rainbow PUSH’s Jesse Jackson, accepting the “Trailblazer in Sports” Award at 17th Annual Wall Street 
Economic Summit in New York City on Feb. 12, 2014.
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*Alumni from this class will be celebrating their School of Law reunion in 2014.
Class of 1979*
peter e. papps – has retired from the US 
attorney’s office in new hampshire, after 
25 years of service, and three and a half 
years as an assistant district attorney in 
new york City. also, for the last 18 years, he 
has served as a greek orthodox priest for 
the metropolis of boston.
Jeffrey W. van Wagner – of bonezzi Switzer 
murphy polito & hupp Co. lpa, was 
selected as a 2014 Super Lawyer® for ohio 
for the ninth straight year. he was also an 
“ohio top 100” lawyer and a “Cleveland top 
50” lawyer for Super Lawyer®. In addition, 
he was selected for inclusion in the 2014 
edition for Best Lawyers® in two separate 
categories; medical malpractice Defense 
and health Care law.
daniel k. Wright, ii – of tucker Ellis llp, has 
been invested in the order of the holy 
Sepulchre of Jerusalem by Francis Cardinal 
george of Chicago. membership in the order 
is considered one of the highest honors 
which the Catholic Church confers on both 
clergy and laity. 
Class of 1983
William C. geary, iii – has joined mintz, 
levin, Cohn, Ferris, glovsky and popeo, p.C. 
as a member in the firm’s Ip practice.
Jonathan d. greenberg – of Walter 
haverfield llp, was selected for inclusion in 
Ohio Super Lawyers® 2014.
Margaret J. grover – has joined Wendel, 
rosen, black & Dean llp as a partner in the 
firm’s Employment group.
Class of 1984*
R. todd hunt - of Walter haverfield llp, 
was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014.
Class of 1985
stephen M. Wagman – was named chief 
executive officer of 1st merchant Funding.
Class of 1987
dianne M. depasquale-hagerty – of 
medina Creative housing, was included in 
the 2014 Class of honorees for the Crain’s 
Women of note by Crain’s Cleveland 
Business.
Class of 1988
Alan C. hochheiser – previously of Weltman, 
Weinberg & reis, is now a partner with 
buckley King in the firm’s Financial Services 
practice.
david R. Watson – is now the executive 
director of the new york State bar 
association. he previously served as the 
executive director of the Cleveland 
metropolitan bar association.
Class of 1989*
david s. hendrix – of grayrobinson, p.a., 
has been awarded the national Eagle Scout 
association (nESa) outstanding Eagle 
Scout award. this esteemed award is 
presented in recognition of outstanding 
achievements and contributions as an 
Eagle Scout, recognizing those who have 
brought great honor to the highest rank of 
the boy Scouts of america through their 
personal and professional contributions at 
the local, state and regional level.
Class of 1990
hon. eve v. Belfance – of the ninth District 
Court of appeals, was elected to the board 
of Directors of United Disability Services 
(UDS).
Jennifer A. savage - of Walter haverfield 
llp, was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014.
Class of 1992
scott Jordan – of Scott E vest, Inc., was 
featured in the June 10, 2014 Forbes 
article, “this CEo Survived the Shark tank 
and then built a huge business”. Jordan 
appeared on Shark Tank (Season 3: 
Episode 7). he is the chief executive officer 
of SCottevESt, which produces tech-
enabled, pocket-filled clothing.
hon. William F. B. vodrey – magistrate of 
the Cleveland municipal Court, has been 
named to the Cleveland metropolitan bar 
association’s bar admissions committee, 
for which he interviews prospective lawyers 
before they take the ohio bar exam. he was 
also appointed to the board of directors of 
the Friends and Descendants of Johnson’s 
Island, a nonprofit group which protects 
and archeologically studies the site of 
ohio’s only Confederate officers’ prisoner of 
war camp, near Sandusky.
Class of 1994*
Julie e. kass – of ober  Kaler, was appointed 
co-chair of the firm’s health law group.
Class of 1996
Margaret M. Murray – of murray and 
murray Co., l.p.a., was recently presented 
the amicus Curiae award by the ohio 
association for Justice. this award was 
presented to commend margaret’s 
outstanding service to the legal community, 
through her commitment to following and 
raising awareness of policy changing 
developments in the courts and how the 
outcomes of those pending cases may 
affect ohio’s citizens.
Class of 1997
scott d. Fink – has become the new 
business unit leader of Weltman, Weinberg 
& reis Co.’s bankruptcy group.
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Class of 1998
david h. krause – has joined reminger Co, 
lpa as a member of the medical malpractice 
and long term Care practice groups.
kevin A. Mason – practices at the vogel law 
Firm in the areas of corporate law, mergers 
and acquisitions, oil and gas, agribusiness, 
secured lending and leasing transactions.
Class of 1999*
Brenna k. legaard – previously of lane 
powell, has joined Schwabe, Williamson & 
Wyatt as a shareholder in the firm’s Ip 
practice.
Marianne (Myra) Barsoum stockett – of 
reminger Co., lpa, was selected as one of a 
small group of women to join the 2014-
2015 Class of the ohio Women’s bar 
Foundation leadership Institute.
Class of 2000
Craig t. haran – of Frantz Ward llp, has 
been elected chair of the firm’s 
transactional practice group.
leslie g. Wolfe – of Walter haverfield llp, 
was selected for inclusion in The Best 
Lawyers in America® for 2014.
Class of 2002
dorian l. eden – of Eden law office, 
p.l.l.C., has been appointed to the local 
ymCa board of managers team.
kimya Johnson – of Cozen o’Connor, has 
been appointed as the firm’s first Director 
of Diversity, Inclusion and pro bono.
Class of 2003
kevin p. Murphy – of Walter haverfield llp, 
was selected for inclusion in Ohio Super 
Lawyers® 2014.
Amanda M. Raines – of buckley Sandler 
llp, has been elected to partnership.
aLumnI CLASS NoTeS 
alum appointed co-chair of Ober 
kaler’s health law group
the law firm of ober Kaler announced in June 
that Julie e. kass (laW ’94), a principal, was 
named co-chair of its health law group.
“I am proud to be moving into this leadership 
role,” Kass said. “It has been a privilege to be 
part of the growth and achievement of ober 
Kaler’s health law group, and I look forward to 
handling these new challenges and 
opportunities as we help our clients navigate 
the increasingly complex health care regulatory 
environment.” 
Kass is among the country’s leading authorities 
in health care law, particularly in the area of medicare and medicaid fraud and abuse. her 
practice deals with the regulatory aspects of structuring arrangements under the Stark 
and anti-kickback laws. She also helps clients deal with the unintended violations of the 
fraud and abuse laws. 
In addition, Kass is a leader in the firm’s accountable care organizations working group, 
assisting clients in navigating rules and application procedures under the affordable Care 
act. She is a member of the american health lawyers association, where she chairs the 
physician organizations practice group. She also serves on the board of directors of the 
Jewish Federation of greater Washington. Kass was named a Washington, DC Super 
Lawyer in the area of health care for 2014. Nightingale’s Healthcare News named her as 
one of the “outstanding Fraud and Compliance lawyers” for 2006. prior to joining ober 
Kaler, she was senior counsel in the U.S. Department of health and human Services, 
office of Inspector general.
“Julie has devoted many years of hard work and dedication, both to our clients and to our 
practice,” said Sandy teplitzky, outgoing chair of the health law group who will continue to 
practice full-time as a principal with the firm. “She is a tireless writer, speaker and 
presenter, as well as a terrific lawyer, and she has made an enormous contribution to the 
reputation of our health law practice. It is truly gratifying to see her move into the next 
stage of her career. I know that Julie and howard will provide both innovative and 
thoughtful leadership to our incredibly strong legal team. our clients will be the 
beneficiaries of their leadership.” 
Kass received her JD summa cum laude in 1994 from the Case Western reserve 
University School of law, where she was named to the order of the Coif. She lives with 
her husband and three children in montgomery County, md. 
Julie E. Kass (LAW ’94)
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Sanford Jason berger (aDl ‘50, laW ‘52)
robert J. bowman (laW ‘48)
patricia ann burgess (laW ‘02)
Warren D. Couger (laW ‘50)
marvin Dronzek  (laW ‘61)
thomas t. Flynn (laW ‘69)
robert a. Friel  (aDl ‘51, laW ‘54)
milton J. garrett (aDl ‘36, laW ‘38)
Frank I. harding, III (laW ‘69)
James a. haynes (ClC ‘47, laW ‘49)
Constance ruth Kelly (laW ‘79)
Kevin J. Kingston (laW ‘76)
robert a. lehman (laW ‘66)
timothy lee mayle (laW ‘00)
allan John miller (laW ‘48)
robert r. renner (laW ‘51)
Dallas Edward riddle (laW ‘49)
William E. rutledge (laW ‘51)
maurice l. Schoenwald (laW ‘47)
melvin h. Singer (aDl ‘61, laW ‘64)
halstead leyshon Stettler (aDl ‘56, laW ‘59)
augustine tarian (laW ‘48)
paul J. thompson (laW ‘53)
Sherman J. titens (aDl ‘54, laW ‘56)
John l. tuckerman (aDl ‘50, mgt ‘53, laW ‘54)
James E. tyson  (laW ‘57)
Ebert Weidner  (laW ‘48)
Stanley b. Wiener (aDl ‘51, laW ‘53)
g. David Zeile, Jr. (laW ‘50)
In memoriam
in Memoriam includes names of 
deceased alumni forwarded to Case 
Western Reserve University school 
of law in recent months. 
aLumnI CLASS NoTeS 
Class of 2005
elise C. keating – of Walter haverfield llp, 
was selected for inclusion in Ohio Rising 
Stars® 2014.
leslie o. Murray – of murray & murray Co., 
l.p.a., has been named to the national trial 
lawyers, ohio top 40 Under 40 group.
Class of 2008
Matthew R. hunt – of Krugliak, Wilkins, 
griffiths & Dougherty, was featured on The 
Canton Rep’s 20 under 40 list. 
pingshan li – of Ulmer & berne, has been 
elected to partnership.
steven g. Rado – has been named senior 
vice president and chief marketing officer of 
lands’ End.
Class of 2009*
Merisa k. Bowers – of merisa K. bowers, 
attorney at law, llC, was appointed to 
serve as a commissioner to the Community 
relations Commission for the City of 
Columbus.
Matthew g. galan – is now an attorney-
advisor at U.S. patent & trademark office.
Class of 2012
Christopher A. Bodenhamer - recently 
became the first american attorney working 
in Jinan, China. he is employed as a legal 
consultant for Zhong Cheng ren he, the 
largest Chinese law firm in Shandong. 
John M. Murray – has joined Kohrman, 
Jackson & Krantz pll as an associate.
Benjamin J. oster – is serving as a summer 
scholar at lawrence livermore national 
laboratory.
kathleen J. sanz - has joined the Cleveland 
office of mcDonald hopkins as an associate 
in the firm’s litigation department.
Jaclyn l. Matayoshi vary – has joined 
Schneider, Smeltz, ranney & laFond pll as 
an associate.
Class of 2013
Andrew U. Aladi –has joined purple land 
management as an attorney abstractor.
Joshua Friedman – has joined Calfee, halter 
& griswold llp as an associate in the firm’s 
Intellectual property practice group.
Ryan J. garman – is an associate attorney 
for the bailey legal group. he handles 
criminal defense, civil litigation, and estate 
planning.
daniel t. pesciotta – has joined hahn loeser 
& parks llp as litigation associate in the 
firm’s Cleveland office.
LLm alumni
Class of 2006
komlavi Atsou – is an associate at Cavitch 
Familo & Durkin Co., lpa. Komlavi has been 
selected to the 2015 ohio rising Stars list. 
his primary practice includes business 
litigation, Employment litigation, Class 
action Defense and appellate practice. 
Komlavi was admitted to the ohio bar in 
2008. Since then, he has been admitted to 
various federal courts, including the U.S. 
Sixth Circuit Court of appeals, U.S.
Class of 2013 
samar h. nouri – is working on her second 
book about women in the middle East. her 
first book, Syria and Summer, Unmasking 
the Middle East, focuses on the struggle for 
freedom by arabic and moslem women and 
includes true stories about human 
trafficking and marriages of children.
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laW alUmnI aSSoCIatIon boarD
DEanS’ vISItIng CommIttEE FOrWard-thInkIng LaW 
sChOOL CampaIgn COmmIttee
OFFICers
presidenT
gerald b. Chattman (laW ’67) 
viCe presidenT
milton a. marquis (laW ’84) 
seCreTary / TreasUrer
Joan m. gross (laW ’76)
annUal fUnd Co-Chair
Joan m. gross (laW ‘76)
annUal fUnd Co-Chair
Steven S. Kaufman (laW ’75) 
pasT presidenT
renee l. Snow (laW ’97) 
memBers
angela thi bennett (laW ’96) 
gary m. broadbent (laW ’08) 
rita bryce (laW ’90) 
Sara busch Whetzel (laW ’06) 
george D. Callard (laW ’92) 
michael r. gordon (laW ’85) 
D. michael grodhaus (laW ’84) 
richard C. haber (laW ’90) 
Daniel r. hansen (laW ’95) 
Julie a. hein (laW ’09) 
John W. hutchinson (laW ’07) 
Carmen F. lamancusa (laW ’67) 
Wilbur C. leatherberry (laW ’68) 
mark F. lindsay (laW ’88) 
michael K. magness (laW ’73) 
Carmina mares (laW ’01) 
andre monette (laW ’06) 
george m. moscarino (laW ’83) 
Jacqueline a. musacchia (laW ’88) 
Dimitri J. nionakis (laW ’91) 
anthony J. o’malley (laW ’84) 
Deborah pergament (laW ’98) 
noelle m. Shanahan Cutts (laW ’08)
alexander C. Schoch (laW ’79) 
richard h. verheij (laW ’83) 
michelle a. Williams (laW ’86) 
peter h. Winslow (laW ’75) 
marshall J. Wolf (laW ’67)
george n. aronoff (laW ’58)
brent D. ballard (laW ’85)
Colleen batcheler (laW ’98)
michael benoit (laW ’93)
Katherine D. brandt (laW ’89)
gary l. bryenton (laW ’65)
robert b. Downing (laW ’79)
Stephen C. Ellis (laW ’72)
Steven S. Kaufman (laW ’75)
James C. hagy (laW ’78)
ann harlan (laW ’85)
patricia Inglis (laW ’77)
gerald m. Jackson (laW ’71)
James F. Koehler (laW ’73)
byron S. Krantz (laW ’62)
William b. lawrence (laW ’70)
John m. majoras (laW ’86)
george majoros (laW ’86)
Jeffery mallamad (laW ’79)
robert g. mcCreary (laW ’76)
thomas F. mcKee (laW ’75)
pat oliver (laW ’80)
hon. Kathleen o’malley (laW ’82)
lawrence oscar
James E. phillips (laW ’81)
harold “Kip” reader (laW ’74)
hewitt b. Shaw, Jr. (laW ’80)
richard h. verheij (laW ’83)
richard E. Waldo (laW ’03)
Fred Watkins (laW ’68)
David S. Weil, Jr. (laW ’70)
David Webster (laW ’88) 
ChaIr
gary bryenton (laW ’65)
hOnOrary CO-ChaIrs
David brennan (laW ’57)
roe green
memBers
lawrence apolzon (laW ’82)
brent ballard (laW ’85)
Katherine brandt (laW ’89)
nicholas Calio (laW ’78)
Dan Clancy (laW ’62)
Jack Diamond (laW ‘83)
Kerry Dustin (laW ’70)
Stephen Ellis (laW ’72)
margaret J. grover (laW ’83)
Charles E. hallberg (laW ’77)
ann harlan (laW ’85)
Joseph hubach (laW ’83)
gerald Jackson (laW ’71)
James Koehler (laW ’73)
neil Kozokoff (laW ’81)
David S. Kurtz (laW ’79)
paul marcela (laW ’81)
homer h. marshman (laW ’81)
geralyn presti (laW ’88)
Kip reader (laW ’74)
Shawn riley (laW ’86)
richard verheij (laW ’83)
David Weil (laW ’70)
rEUnIon aDvISory 
CommIttEE mEmbErS 
CLass OF 1954
Fred gray
herb levine
Eleanore neubert
CLass OF 1959
harold Friedman
anthony musca
tom Skulina
CLass OF 1964
george gore
Ed Kancler
gary melsher
richard rosner
lew Zipkin
CLass OF 1969
William allport
John brown
Stephen buescher
William Edwards
gerald Jeppe
James Klein
Joel makee
James mcKee
Jeffrey meldon
Stephen o’bryan
ted rose
CLass OF 1974
tom Dowd
mark Katz
lee Koosed
marge Koosed
David parham
alan petrov
John pyle
David Schaefer
byron Wallace
CLass OF 1979
David Kurtz
Donald Featherstun
Claudia Dulmage
Kurt Karakul
CLass OF 1984
D. michael grodhaus
al lucas
mike makuch
milton marquis
marc merklin
mary morningstar
John Saganich
CLass OF 1989
michelle anselmo
David basinski
Kathie brandt
anthea Daniels
adam hall
Christopher hunter
Susan racey
Damian Wasserbauer
CLass OF 1994
Janet Clark
Eric rich
roslyn Chao
CLass OF 1999
Kristin antall martines
Ken battle 
Jaime bouvier
yelena boxer
Kim DeShano annello
aaron vaughn
CLass OF 2004
tammi lees
Erin marks
brendan mcCarthy
p. nikhil rao
CLass OF 2009
brendan Clark 
bridget hopp
Emily ladky
Eric Stephens
Sara verespej
11075 East boulevard
Cleveland, ohio 44106
law.case.edu
hOme
COmIng
a CElEbratIon
alumni	•	families	•	students
honoring the classes of
1954, 1959, 1964, 1969, 1974, 1979,  
1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, 2004, 2009 
Whether it’s your 5-year reunion or your landmark 50th, we hope you will join us in 
Cleveland for homecoming & reunion Weekend.  
there are two ways to register:
1.  online: visit us at law.case.edu/reunion for a full schedule of events and to register.
2.  Call: margaret Casey at 216-368-0394 for class years ending in 4s, or angela traster 
at 216-368-6683 for class years ending in 9s.
homecoming & reunion Weekend
october 16 – 19, 2014
marK yoUr Calendars
yoUR yeAR. yoUR Weekend. yoUR MoMent. 
